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• AFFIRM

• Negotiations

Bailey admits mistake

AFFIRM
talks get
under way

By Kathleen Brennan
Editor
The plan to move the department of communication and
journalism into the College of
Business, Management and
Public Policy, as written in A
Framework for Change/AFFIRM, has been reconsidered.
After a letter drafted by communication and journalism faculty and the department's meeting Tuesday with Judith Bailey,
Vice President of Academic Affairs, this particular aspect of
AFFIRM was called "a serious
mistake," by Bailey.
"We've gone through a thunderstorm, but the sun has come
out again," said Stuart Bullion,
department chair.
There is no national precedent for having communication
and journalism departments
housed within a business college. Bullion said if the plan
had been followed through, it
would have been difficult to recruit students and teachers interested in journalism and communication.
"We really didn't have an
attitude," Bullion said."Wejust
said this is not negotiable."
Bullion said he understands
the administration's thinking
putting journalism in a busi-

ness department, since their are
precedences for advertising,
marketing and public relations
departments in colleges of business, but he said this is not what
his department is about.
Bullion said that because of
his interaction with the administration, he was not surprised
when Bailey announced the plan
was inadequate at Wednesday's
Faculty Senate meeting. He added it is still not clear where
communication and journalism
will be housed, but he hopes
and believes it will be located
in liberal arts.
Though this is a step in the
right direction for the department, Bullion said there are still
a number of AFFIRM proposals that could be detrimental to
the department.
Whether the department will
stay a department or be demoted to a program is still on the
table, as well as the future of
the advertising concentration.
"We are still concerned
about the faculty strength in our
department," Bullion said.
The advertising concentration's future is still uncertain.
Currently, there is only one advertising teacher and that position will be off the payroll in
the 1996-'97 academic year,
unless the department can re-

By Jeff Teunisen
City Editor

Stuart Bullion, chair of the department of communication and
journalism. (File Photo.)
open a professor search. If the was cut, revenue would be afposition is not reopened, half of fected.
"For every dollar we bring
the journalism majors will be
we raise $1.45," Bullion
in,
out of a teacher and out of a
"If I could find a stock
said.
concentration.
I would be sure to
that,
like
Bullion calls these concerns
it."
in
invest
"separate issues," to be dealt
Besides bringing in revenue,
with individually.
department also boasts havthe
The communication and
a high job placement rate,
ing
journalism department is unusual in that it pulls in revenue, if
See MISTAKE on page 4
the advertising concentration

In the first of a series of AFFIRM meetings, Judith Bailey,
vice president for Academic Affairs, tried to answer questions
and concerns from a number of
faculty members concerned
about the future of the university
detailed in the plan.
"The AFFIRM document is
full of fatuous ideas," Richard
Brucher, associate professor for
the English department,said."If
the cuts are going to improve the
quality ofeducation, why should
Augusta give us(the university)
more money?"
Brucher's comments were
met with a few chuckles from
the crowd, but mostly with silence.
The discussion started with
Bailey admitting the designers
of the AFFIRM plan had made
the wrong decision by putting
the department of communication and journalism in the College of Business, Management
and Public Policy. A decision,
Bailey said, has been addressed
See AFFIRM on page 4

• Nature

Paper mill pollution potential danger to area rivers
By Kathryn Ritchie
Staff Writer
Did you know that all the major
Maine rivers are posted with fish
advisories,suggesting that men eat
only one pound offish a month and
that women of child-bearing age
eat none? Welcome to the realities

of water pollution.
"We're dealing with a legacy
of the past," said Clem Fay,fisheries program manager at the Penobscot Nation Water Resource Program in Old Town."The types of
water pollution we had in the 1950s
and '60s were distinct and obvious, like fish dying. The problem

is that what we're left with is the
most difficult to deal with."
A few years ago,the river advisory suggested men eat only a half
pound of fish a month, which signifies the massive clean-up process the rivers have gone through.
Fay credits this to the Clean Water
Acts of the 1970s and the emer-

gence National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits, which set levels ofallowable
pollutants for all businesses that
discharge wastewater into the river.
Currently, the Penobscot and
Stillwater Rivers are classified as
"B"rivers on a use-oriented scale,
according to Dave Courtemanche,
the director of environmental assessment at the Department of
Environmental Protection. This
means that the rivers are safe for
swimming,fishing and water recreation. Courtemanche added that
there was not a huge amount of

difference between the river ratings of"A,""B" and "C."
The"B"rating means that there
is a one in 1,000 risk ofcontracting
a water-borne disease. This number is determined by the river's
bacteria count of E. coli, which
comesfrom human or animal waste.
Though not always as dangerous
as some fear,a high E.coli count is
indicative ofother pollutants being
in the water as well, according to
Fay.
The other pollutant more directly affecting the university area
See RIVER on page 5
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•Terrorism

• Exhibit

Hijacked passengers returned to Cairo

Spain commemorates birth of painter

CAIRO,Egypt(AP)— Passengers of an Egypt Airjetliner hijacked to Libya
were flown back to Cairo today, after posing for souvenir photographs with
Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi.
The 145 passengers,including 16 Americans,arrived at Cairo International Airport
from the Libyan port city of Benghazi, where they spent the night after Wednesday's
hijacking.
Tourism Minister Mamdouh el-Beltagui greeted them, apologizing for the "hard
experience" and inviting them to a gala dinner at government expense.
Cairo had been their original destination: The Egypt Air A320 Airbus from Jiddah,
Saudi Arabia was about five minutes away from landing in Cairo when an Egyptian man
forced his way into the cockpit demanding to go to Libya.
In an interview today with Egypt's Middle East News Agency,the pilot, Amenhotep
Nassar, said when he told the hijacker he didn't have enough fuel to fly to Libya, the
man pulled out a cigarette lighter and tried to set fire to a bag of what looked like
explosives.
The hijackers, a man and two teen-age boys,surrendered in Libya five hours later and
demanded an audience with world leaders so they could convey a message from God.

MADRID,Spain(AP)— Spain launched a year of commemorations of one of
its favorite artistic sons,Francisco de Goya, with the opening today of an exhibition
marking the 250th anniversary of his birth.
King Juan Carlos inaugurated the show at the Prado, where 128 of the museum's own
works by Goya will be displayed alongside 42 pieces brought in from collectors and
museums abroad.
The exhibit, which closes June 2,comes on the heels of a controversy triggered by last
month's discovery of a painting in a Madrid storeroom that Prado curators said was a
previously uncatalogued Goya.
Within days,the embarrassed experts — including Prado director Jose Maria Luzon —
admitted the painting was by a minor 19th-century artist.
The faux pas rekindled a debate over genuine and mistaken Goyas, particularly in the
light ofthe acknowledgmentlast fall by New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art that only
seven of its 16 Goyas were genuine.
In one case,the Met agreed that its "The Majas on the Balcony"(Las Majas al Balcon)
was a copy of one owned by a private Swiss collector.
The real one will be on show at the Prado.
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• Accident

Five Americans killed
in tragic bus rollover
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — A bus carrying a
U.S. university tour group rolled into a ditch on the
way to the Taj Mahal today, killing five Americans,
the U.S. Embassy said.
The embassy said four students were hospitalized. A
newspaper said at least 18 students were injured but the
report could not be immediately confirmed.
The bus overturned in the ditch as it was trying to pass
another vehicle. The Indian bus driver and a tour guide also
were killed in the accident in northern India.
There were 30 people on the bus —27 Americans, the
Indian guide and two Indian drivers.
The bus crashed around midnight near Bhimnagar, a
village 15 miles north of Agra, where the 17th century
monument to love is located.
In Agra, Dr. Munish Gupta said four students were in
stable condition in his private Parekh Nursing Home.Three
had fractured limbs and one had head injuries, he said.
Rescuers had to slice off the roof of the bus,lying on its
side, to reach passengers, according to the Amar Ujala, a
newspaper published in Agra. The newspaper quoted witnesses as saying the bus was going too fast and the driver lost
control on a bend.
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• Speaking out

Arafat's wife tells of
life with a PLO leader
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) — Suha Arafat
threw back her head and laughed heartily when asked
whether her husband, Yasser Arafat, sings nursery
rhymes to his 8-month-old daughter, Zahwa.
"No,he whistles to her," she said. "I tell him,'Talk to
her. Don't whistle.' But he doesn't listen."'
Relaxing at the couple's villa in Gaza City, Mrs.
Arafat spoke with The Associated Press about the challenges she faces as the wife of one of the world's most
controversial leaders — and as a Westernized woman
living in a male-dominated community that thrives on
gossip.
"There's a lot of stress around me. I do one hour of
aerobics every day to release the tensions," she said,adding
with a twinkle in her brown eyes: "Thank God for(beauty)
creams. They hide the bags under my eyes."
When Mrs. Arafat, 32, first came to Gaza City in July
1994,few thought the Sorbonne-educated woman with the
long blond hair and French haute-couture outfits would
settle down in Gaza, where there are no theaters, fancy
restaurants, museums or fashion boutiques.
She has been determined to make a home for her family
in Gaza.She has weathered thejibes ofPalestinians shocked
by her expensive tastes and by her decision to deliver her
baby in Paris and hire a British nanny.

4

Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Partly sunny. Highs in
the upper 30s to lower 40s.

Tuesday's Outlook
Variable clouds with
scattered flurries. Highs in
the mid to upper 30s.

Extended Forecast
Sunday... Fair. Monday... Rain and snow developing. Tuesday...Snow and
mixed precipitation ending
then clearing.
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• Women in Curriculum

Both sides of abortion debate condemn violence
"Remarkable things happened," Edmonds said."All of us got to make friends
although we had thought we couldn't
its
stay in the same room together."
In the first successful attempt of
nationally,
people
from
both
sides
Barker agreed.
kind
"Congeniality at the table, real reof the abortion debate in Maine got together to discuss common ground and spect and common understanding of the
identify ways to decrease the potential importance of our task was the underlyfor violence, two of the participants said ing tone(of all our discussions)," Barker
Tuesday.
said.
All members of the committee came
"We all agreed that both sides should
condemn violence. It doesn't work — it to believe that effective communication
never has," said Betheda Edmonds,chil- between the opposing sides of the abordren's librarian at Freeport's B. H. Bar- tion issue is the key to avoiding the dantol Library.
ger of violence.
Edmonds and Sharon Barker, director
"We realized that the discussion
ofthe UMaine's Women's Resource Cen- should be expanded," Edmonds said.
ter, along with another member, repre- "Seven people was good, but 700 and
sented the pro-choice perspective of the 7,000 would be better."
abortion debate in the seven-member
The committee recommended that the
Committee For Common Ground, spon- governor create a statewide forum for
sored by Gov. Angus King.Edmonds and public reasoning to promote dialogue beBarker spoke about the results of the tween the two sides of the abortion decommittee's deliberations as part of bate. If adequate funding is provided, the
UMaine's Women in the Curriculum project will involve individuals of various ages, beliefs and occupations in dislunch series.
A concern over the potential for fur- cussion groups across several communither violence was sparked in Maine by ties in Maine.
two murders in abortion clinics in Mas"We have the governor's encouragement, and we are going to proceed with
sachusetts last year, Edmonds said.
"Gov. King decided to put together a the search for funding," Edmonds said.
commission for common ground," EdBoth Edmonds and Barker emphamonds said. "(He) sought recommenda- sized that true dialogue will be possible
tions from both pro-choice and pro-life only if the discussion process within each
group continues for at least six months.
people."
The committee met for seven consecu"Participants need to be committed
tive Saturdays in the spring of 1995. A and to know each other," Edmonds said.
neutral facilitator helped ensure the peaceThe members of the committee also
fulness and productivity ofthe discussions. realized that it is important to have an
By Svetlana Popova
Staff Writer

Students Building a New
Community
QuestIonsn

o1eeritt4 "Insiversill

Everyone Welcome
*Monday April 1
Lown Room
7-9 p.m.
Memorial Union

*Monday April 8
Dexter lounge
7-9 p.m.
Alfond Arena

&Awe 9eftee eua rite seat
deed ea ate 14tioa

evtaftaedalRee. eefitteit
tele/teed-am awe
qied% vacer oozed
Tranecend the Inadequate

Guest speaker Betheda Edmonds talks about abortion as part of the Women
in Curriculum series. (Bailey Photo.)
experienced facilitator to mediate the discussion.
"(In the abortion debate) people get
very vehement, often because they feel
they are not being listened to," Edmonds

said.
The relevance of the point was demonstrated clearly during the discussion
See WIC on page 4

On March 25th,the new

Cam pus Walkin
Companion"
program started.
The service will be available 7 nights
a week to all on campus students.

The hours are:
• 7pm to 12am Sunday
thru Wednesday
• 7pm to lam Thursday
thru Saturday
T e phone numberfor the Campus
Walking Companion is:

581-WALK
The purpose of this program is to
provide a safe walk home to all
students walking at night on
campus.
For more information call Officer
Deb Mitchell at 581-4036
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AFFIRM

from page 1

but the future home of the department, or
program, as it is slated in the collegiate
restructuring plan, has not been decided.
Much of the debate surrounding the
AFFIRM document was about the lack of
state money given to the university system. In 1990, 10 percent of the state's

budget went toward the system. Now the
system receives 7.6 percent. Bailey reiterated that the low priority the state is
giving the system is essentially the root
of the university's problems.
"We have to convince the state that
the Legislature has underfunded higher

public education in this state," said
Bailey. "I do not know if this is going to
turn around, so in the mean time we have
to make statements about our ability to
be responsive."
Much of the crowd consisting of faculty agreed that cutting faculty was not
the answer.
"The faculty are taking a tremendous
hit," Bailey said. "But you don't reduce
the budget without reducing personnel."
Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities Leslie Flemming agreed with
Bailey and said too much of the university's budget is tied up in personnel. She
said about 90 percent of the university's
budget goes to personnel..
"There's no place else to make the
cuts," she said.
The question of how the colleges were
to be reconfigured was also discussed. Dean

of the College of Sciences Dagmar Cronn
said the process consisted of all seven
colleges being dissolved and five being
formed in their place. She used a card
game as an analogy to describe the shuffling of programs and departments. When
each department or program was
"picked", then they were put in the college that seemed most appropriate.
Brucher said his problem with the
card analogy is that they were "playing
solitaire."
Although most of the discussion surrounded the proposed cuts, Bailey did
address a few areas not touched by the
AFFIRM plan.
Bailey said facilities were not going
to take a cut because of the cuts they have
had in the past. Also, library acquisitions
are a main priority of the university, as is
financial aid.

WIC

from page 3

following the talk when at one point the
atmosphere got quite heated. Nurse practitioner Shellie Morcom of Cutler Health
Center's Women's Health Clinic expressed her admiration for the efforts of
the committee, to which anti-abortion
activist and UMaine professor of geology Terrance Hughes answered by vocally
attacking the speakers' positions. Hughes' unwillingness to comply with the
speakers' requests to stop disrupting the
discussion prompted a wave of vocal
protests from the rest of the audience.

Judith Bailey, the vice president of Academic Affairs, addresses concerns of
faculty regarding the AFFIRM document Thursday afternoon. (Bailey Photo.)

•

March 1996

To All CIT Remote Access Users
New High Speed Modem Pool Available
If you currently use a 28.8 modem,
you can take advantage of CIT/Telecom's
new modem pool. This modem pool consists
of 16, 28.8 modems.

The phone number for these
high speed modems is: 581-4428

+

While testing this new modem pool, we
discovered problems when connecting with.
version 7.00 Hayes Accura 28.8 modems.
If you currently use this type of
modem and are experiencing problems,
please contact Andy Moody at 581-1592 for
information on replacing your modem.
If you are not sure of the version number, i
can be found on the white sticker on the
underside of the modem.
•

Other questions/problems regarding
remote access should be directed to the
CIT help center at 581-2506

Edmonds and Barker pointed out that
the situation was very illustrative of
the typical clash between pro-life and
pro-choice activists. Therefore, the
committee tried to address precisely
this problem in its recommendations,
Barker said.
"Controlled, facilitated discussions
are needed so that people could feel safe
and listened to. This issue still burns for
everybody, and we want to have a good
discussion, so we can keep (the tension)
at reasonable level," Barker said.

Mistake

from page 1

especially in advertising.
Bullion said a recent advertising graduate was named the Maine Press Association's advertising person of the year. He
added she recently wrote the department
a letter, regarding the AFFIRM document, which had some interesting real
world advice.
"She said there is a market out there
(for advertising majors). If UMaine does

not have a program, the jobs will still
exist," Bullion said. "Those jobs will be
filled by others (out of staters)."
Bullion said he has faith that the administration will listen to more of the
department's concerns.
"Judi Bailey said...she feels some parties won't be satisfied, but she hopes to
satisfy as many interests as possible,"
Bullion added. "We are hopeful."

The Maine Campus recycles.
*
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

OLD PORT PUB RUN
March 29
Bus leaves at 4 p.m.
from the M.C.A.

Tickets will be available in the Union
beginning March 25.
Sponsored by Senior Council
CALL 827-8975
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• Socialist-Marxist

Award-winning poet
recalls brutal regime
By Paul Livingstone
Staff Writer
Attracting the largest group this semester,Thursday's Socialist/ Marxist Luncheon
explored the realm of poetry. The featured
speaker was Marjorie Agosin,a native Chilean and prize-winning poet.
In addition to being a professor at Wellesley University, Agosin has won several
awards for her work, including the Latino
Literature Prize in Poetry.
Laura Riesco-Luszczynska, associate
professor of romance languages at UMaine,
caught the audience's attention with a spirited introduction.
"Let me just tell you that her work is not
lost on the shelves of a library," said RiescoLuzczynska.
Agosin left her country at the age of 14,
but has returned once or twice since then to
work and write for the protection of her
people, particularly the women of Latin
America, from whom much of her inspiration arises.
"I come from a tradition of poets," she
said. Her family, who all enjoyed poetry,
was a great influence on her. Her outlook
also indicates an inclination for poetry.
"I feel that poetry,in a way,contains this
world, the world in which we live."
The people of Chile were the victims of
a brutal military regime in the 1970s and
1980s, and, along with similar regimes in
other Latin American countries,constituted
a major disaster for human rights. People
disliked or suspected by the military were
abducted from their homes, in almost all
cases never to be seen again.
"This is not poetry that intends to speak

for those without a voice," she said, referring to the 120,000 people still 'missing' in
Latin American countries."They have their
own voice. I wrote this poetry to be with
them."
Agosin spent some time reading selected poems or passages from her work, both
in Spanish and English. She writes exclusively in Spanish, but recently, this work
has been translated to English. Unfortunately, she feels the translation doesn't
often do her poetry justice because, she
said,"Spanish is the language of my heart."
The admiration of the strong women of
Latin America that survived and resisted
dictatorial governments is prominent in
her works. Among others, the Mothers of
Plaza de Mayo,a group of 14 women who
demonstrated in the face of Argentina's
military, is of particular note.
Her poetry ranges back through history, too, from Adam and Eve to explorations into Jewish tradition to the more
recent trials of Anne Frank during the
holocaust.
From the intensity of her poetry to the
conviction of her views, it is apparent that
she feels the importance of propagating
these emotions.
"In Latin America, the language of
poetry is also the language of politics," she
said. "The poets there do not see themselves as elite, but as visionaries or witnesses."
After her readings concluded, she encouraged questions, responses and interpretations.
"That's the beauty of literature and
language; you can interpret so many things
from them."

River

The nation mourns...

Flags fly at half mast for Maine native Edmund Muskie, who died Tuesday of
heart failure. Muskie served both as a U.S. senator and Secretary of State
under President Jimmy Carter. (Gagne Photo.)
MIN
Ell El NI
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NI NI III MI

from page 1

rivers is dioxin, which is a bi-product of
paper production. Dioxin was not discovered as a threat until the 1980s and has since
been linked with cancer and reproductive
side effects, according to Fay.
Dioxin gradually accumulates in a person's body without producing immediate
side effects. One particular area that it accumulates is in women's breast milk, making
dioxin a danger a mother could easily pass
on to her child.
"For improvement, paper companies
have made process modifications to(releasing) non-detectable levels of dioxin," said
Mike Curtis from the technical department
at the James River Mill. He added that the
company spends $15,000 a year for their
own dioxin level testing.
But as Dan Kusnierz,the water resource
program manager at PNWP explains, even
non-detectable amounts can be harmful.
When the dioxin is released from the mill,
water bacteria are the first to be exposed to
it. This kicks off a chain reaction; water
bugs eat the bacteria,fish eat the water bugs
and people eat the fish. The amount of
dioxin continues to build with the cycle.
"Who cares what a small amount it is,"
Kusnierz said. "The potential effects are
still high."
Dioxin is used in the chemical bleaching

in craft production paper mills. Chlorinedioxin has replaced a more dangerous gaseous dioxin in the James River Mill, which'
has helped lower the levels.
"If you don't use the craft production
method ,you end up with fibers like a paper
bag," said Curtis. "(And) the customer
demands white paper."
Kusnierz describes the use of dioxin in
paper bleaching a"political topic" because he
sees the paper industry as"balking" at spending the money to lower the dioxin levels.
"You can make paper other ways(without dioxin,)the technology exists," Kusnierz said."The paper industry is looking to
suppress this information and technology
because there's so much capital involved
in switching over."
Kusnierz stressed that his solution was
not to close down the paper mills, but give
the consumers more of a choice in the
varieties of paper they can buy.
"There needs to be a huge marketing
demand," Kusnierz said."We need to ask,
'Do you really need your paper this white?"
On Indian Island, where both Fay and
Kusnierz work, the residents are known to
eat more than the average amount of fish
and have a higher cancer rate, but studies
are still being done to figure out how strongly the two are related.

Brian Bernatchez
•

Vice- President of
Firstmark Investment Corp.

I will be on campus, Thursday,
April 4th from 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. Brian specializes
in retirement planning for
educators and has been assisting senior level faculty and:
staff at the University of
Maine for nearly a decade.

Pasta Dinners only $6.95 (with salad & bread)
—

jasmine s
28 Mill Street•-Orono, Maine 04473•866-4200•1-800-379-4300

If you would like to schedule a personal consultation with Brian,
please call Nancy Gagne at 1-800-274-3476
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• Legislation

,
Judge promises quick ruling on term-limits

BANGOR (AP) — A federal judge on
Thursday promised to issue a decision soon
on whether to block Maine's legislative
term limits law, which was described in
court as an attack on constitutionally protected voting rights.
With the deadline to submit candidates' nominating petitions already passed
and the primary election approaching,
Judge Morton Brody said he realized the
urgency of the timing and vowed to issue
his ruling "in a reasonably short period of
time."
The League of Women Voters is challenging the 3-year-old law on behalf oftwo
state legislators,saying it infringes on rights

guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution to
associate for political beliefs and freely
vote for the candidate of choice.
Lawyer Stephen E.F. Langsdorf, seeking a preliminary injunction to block the
law that takes effect retroactively this year,'
told Brody that "the most basic,fundamental right in a democracy ... is frontally
attacked by term limits."
"It's hard for me to imagine ... a more
direct infringement," said Langsdorf.
Brody suggested that the law helps set
qualifications for office holders.
"Legislatures do that all the time, don't
they? You can't vote for a 12-year-old,"
said the judge.

But Langsdorf maintained that requirements such as age and residency set by
states "are basic, basic minimal qualifications." Maine's term limits law, implies
that experienced, veteran legislators "are
too qualified," he said.
Maine's law, which voters approved by
a 2-1 margin in a 1993 referendum, limits
legislators in Augusta to four consecutive
two-year terms in the same office.
Dozens ofstate representatives and senators will be forced by the law to leave
office, but the law does allow "termed
out" lawmakers to seek election to other
offices. A senator who has served the maximum, for example, may run for a House

• Verdict

Saco man convicted ofrape
PORTLAND (AP) — A Saco man
faces more than 60 years in prison after
being found guilty of raping three women in secluded areas of the city between
January and March of last year.
Timothy T. Wilcox, 34, offered the
women rides and then drove them to
remote areas. The victims testified this
week in Cumberland County Superior
Court that Wilcox threatened them with
a gun and forced them to have sex with
him. After the attack, Wilcox stole their
clothes and drove off.
The jury deliberated 90 minutes
Wednesday before finding Wilcox guilty
of 13 felony charges, including gross

sexual assault, kidnapping and robbery.
"This was a case where the evidence
was exceptionally strong and he was an
exceptionally dangerous sexual predator," said Deputy District Attorney
Megan Elam. "In the realm of sex offenders, he's right at the top."
Wilcox will be sentenced later this
spring following a pre-sentence investigation that will include a sex offender
evaluation, Elam said.
"I don't have any hope for his rehabilitation," Elam said. "I'm going to
argue for a sentence that will keep Mr.
Wilcox in jail until he is a very old man."
Wilcox was being held at the Cumber-

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS

1995/96 PERFORMANCE SEASON
Evelyn Glennie
Percussionist

land County Jail in Portland Wednesday
night, where he has been in custody for
the past year. When the rapes occurred,
he was free on bail on a charge of sexually assaulting a 16-year-old girl in Biddeford.
Wilcox became a suspect after the
victims told police that their assailant
wore a leg brace and drove a car outfitted
for a handicapped person. Wilcox had
such a car and lost most of the use of his
legs after a suicide attempt in 1991.
Police found a black pistol in Wilcox's apartment.
A 36-year-old woman told jurors that
she accepted a ride from Wilcox when ,
she was walking home on the night of
Jan. 26. Instead of taking her home, he
held her at gunpoint and drove behind an
industrial building.
She said Wilcox forced her to take off
her clothes and have sex with him. She
managed to get the passenger side door
open and roll out, but Wilcox grabbed her
pants, still around one ankle, and started
driving.
She said she was dragged alongside
the car until her pants ripped free. The
victim recalled, wearing only a bra and
one sock, she flagged down a passing
motorist who took her home.

seat without sitting out for two years, lawyers defending the law noted.
More than 40 states limit the terms of
their governors, and 20 states limit their
legislators' terms, Sam Lanham of U.S.
Term Limits Inc. told the court.
"These are eligibility criteria," said
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Warren. He acknowledged that Maine's term
limits law may restrict whom voters can
elect, but said such laws have been upheld
because they do not infringe on individual
rights.
The U.S.Supreme Court last year invalidated congressional term-limit statutes,
but Brody noted that past decisions at the
federal level have not affected state restrictions.
"Why do you think this referendum
passed?" Brody asked during an exchange
with Langsdorf.
The lawyer said it appeared that voters felt
some veteran legislators held too much power.

• Free

Molestor
released
CHARLESTON (AP) — A 79-yearold Gray man who pleaded guilty in 1992
to child molestation was scheduled to be
released today from the Charleston Correctional Center near Bangor.
Warren Cole, a former co-owner of
the Cole Farms restaurant, faces probation for the next eight years.
Cole was arrested in January of 1992
and charged with molesting a boy in 1986.
He later admitted to molesting 14 other
youths over the last 20 years.
The charges shocked the community
where Cole was well respected. Cole's
family said Wednesday that he would not
return to Gray or live with any relatives.
"Due to his failing health, as well as
for his own safety, Warren will be staying at an undisclosed location temporarily before leaving Maine," said Brad Pollard, president of Cole Farms.

International Spring Festival
Evelyn Glennie has swiftly established her world-class reputation as a leading
solo percussionist. She is considered by some to be one oftoday's brightest
young stars on any instrument. Never mind that the performer happens to
be deaf! The 28 year-old Scotswoman plays her instruments by feeling their
vibrations.

Frida

March 29 at 8:00 .m.
$5 UMaine Student Rush Tickets

Bring your student ID (Maine Card) and get your tickets at the Box Office Friday! Box Office
hours are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Rush tickets can also be purchased 1 1 /
2 hours before the performance, as long as tickets are still available.

MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
ARTS

March 30th
5:00 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Wells Commons
International Food &
Live Entertainment
Tickets $4.00 at the door
For more information: call Max 866-0519
Jale 1-8990, Tracy 1-8198, or Andreas 1-8833
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• Crisis

Freemen standoff with feds enters fifth day
HELENA, Mont.(AP)— The "freemen" live in a'world of their own.
They formed their own shadow government, refuse to pay taxes and believe
they are the chosen people, independent
of any established authority.
As their standoff with federal agents
moved into a fourth day at a sprawling
wheat and sheep farm outside Jordan,
those familiar with the militant anti-government group say it is rooted in racism
and money woes.
"It was the Jews who brought the
blacks into this country to destroy it. And
it has, to this point, almost destroyed it
unless we wake up," one member
preached in a videotape of a group meeting broadcast Wednesday on ABC's
"Prime Time Live."
Two freemen leaders, LeRoy Schweitzer and Daniel Petersen Jr., were
arrested Monday by the FBI, which is
urging about a dozen others to surrender
peaceably even as more than 100 rifletoting federal agents dot the surrounding
countryside.

Schweitzer, Petersen and others face
federal charges of writing millions of
dollars in bogus checks and money orders and threatening to kidnap and murder a U.S. District Judge Jack Shanstrom
of Billings, who was involved in the foreclosure of the property where the freemen have taken refuge. They also face
state charges of criminal syndicalism, or
advocating violence for political aims.
The arrests came a day after a meeting
at the freemen's compound at which Schweitzer outlined a plan to kidnap local
government officials, ABC reported.
"We'll travel in units of about 10
outfits, four men to an outfit, most of
them with automatic weapons, whatever
else we got — shotguns, you name it," he
said on the videotape.
Should someone try to stop the freemen, Schweitzer said, "we're going to
have a standing order: Anyone obstructing justice, the order is shoot to kill."
The freemen's badge is their refusal
to recognize the validity of existing government. They call their compound Jus-

• Legislation

Republican Congress sends
line-item veto to president
WASHINGTON (AP) — Inviting
presidential intervention to combat federal deficits, the Republican-led Congress today sent the White House historic
authority to kill specific items in spending bills.
The House approved so-called lineitem veto legislation, 232-177, as part of
a resolution setting the rules of debate for
a separate measure extending the government's borrowing authority. It followed a strong 69-31 vote of approval in
the Senate on Wednesday.
President Clinton said the bill would
"ensure that our public resources are put
to the best possible uses during these
times of tight budgets."
Final passage came more than a year
after the House and Senate passed different versions of the bill and after decades
of debate over the wisdom of ceding
legislative power of the purse to the executive branch.
"Without question it will result in
lower, more responsible government
spending," said House Rules Committee
Chairman Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y.
Opponents argued it was an unconstitutional and unprecedented giveaway of
Congress' power to hold the nation's purse
strings and would allow presidents to
blackmail lawmakers by threatening to
veto projects important to their districts.
"Mark my words, we will live to regret the usurpation of power we invite by
future presidents of the United States,"
said Rep. David Skaggs, D-Colo.
Judicial branch officials as well have
expressed concern that the measure gives
the executive branch excessive power to
affect judicial branch budgets and thus
influence its operations.
The bill gives the president the authority to single out for elimination spe-

cific spending programs,tax benefits targeted at groups of 100 people or less and
new entitlements included in larger appropriations bills. Currently, presidents
can only veto spending bills as a whole,
making it impossible to single out low
priority or pork barrel spending items for
deletion.
Like other vetoes, Congress could
override the veto of a particular "line
item" by a two-thirds majority.
"No longer will people get away with
the time-honored practice of hiding appropriations," said Sen. Dan Coats, RInd., a chief sponsor of the bill.
The act must be renewed after eight
years,giving Congress a chance to change
or eliminate it if it's found that lawmakers have given up too much power or that
a president is abusing that power.
"The one thing we should not do is
elect a vindictive president," said Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., who
hopes to live in the White House next
year. "I don't think the present occupant
is or the one challenging the president is,
so we'll be safe for the next four years,
and probably eight."
Dole and Clinton agreed last week
that the line-item veto would not go into
effect until January 1997, removing it as
an issue in this election year.
The House has included the line-item
veto in a package of Republican "Contract With America'' items attached to a
bill to raise the federal debt ceiling. House
officials said the package contained language allowing the line-item veto bill to
be considered independently so it can be
sent to the president for signing.
Supporters said there have been more
than 200 attempts to pass a line-item veto
since the first known bill was introduced
in the 1870s.

tus Township, insist they have their own
laws and courts and have given themselves titles such as "justice ofthe peace"
and "constable."
"White supremacy is the key," said
Robert Crawford of the Coalition for Human Dignity in Portland, Ore. "Their
Justus Township, its common-law court,
is the kernel of a white Christian republic
for them — a new government."
Crawford, co-author of a new report
on militias and white supremacist groups,
said the core of freemen philosophy is
that whites are the chosen race with permanent God-given rights.
Such philosophy has led the freemen
to conclude they are above any established authority.
The farm being used by the freemen
was lost in a 1994 foreclosure for failure
to pay taxes: Schweitzer's home near
Bozeman and two crop-dusting planes
were seized for unpaid taxes.
Kenneth Coulter, a Jordan resident
who knows many of the freemen members, said the movement "was a salvation from their financial problems."
Coulter said member Rodney Skurdal
was instrumental in spreading the freemen's anti-government,anti-tax message.
Skurdal is believed to be one of those
holed up at the farm, said FBI Special
Agent Tom Ernst in Billings.
"A lot of people thought Skurdal was
the Messiah, their leader," Coulter said.
"His message was that the monetary sys-

tem was illegal, they can avoid bankruptcy and foreclosure by setting up an independent entity that has to be negotiated
with as independent state."
"It was sort of incomprehensible to
me that they could fall into such an irrational organization."
They placed a $1 million bounty on
the local sheriff,judge and county attorney involved in the foreclosure of a freeman's farm. Garfield County Sheriff
Charles Phipps was told he would be
hanged from a bridge if caught by the
freemen.
Prosecutors say the freemen's financial scheme involves filing liens on property of those they see as enemies. Investigators said the freemen believe the millions of dollars in property subjected to
the liens give them a credit on which they
can write checks. In this way, authorities
said, at least $19.5 million in bad checks
and phony money orders have been written.
The freemen allegedly used one such
worthless money order to try to buy $1.4
million in military-style arms and ammunition for a force of 200 people. The
money order bounced and the arms were
never delivered.
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The Maine Campus
The Maine Campus is now
accepting applications for
the position of Editor in
Chief.
Interested applicants should
submit a
résumé,
cover
letter and
some clips to The Maine
Campus,4th floor
Chadbourne Hall.
All applicants must have past
journalism experience.

'
,Deadline: April 5
For more information, please stop by
the Campus office on the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall or call 581-1271.
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Sole Si theArts
• Speech

Class book author Tim O'Brien speaks at MCA
By Jim Henry
Special to the Campus
Vietnam was and still is one of the most
controversial topics in this country's history. The subject of Vietnam, which is still a
fresh taste in the mouths of many veterans,
has emerged as a major part of our contemporary society.
With altercations such as Bosnia and the
Gulf war boiling the docile waters of our
melting pot,it seems a necessity to appropriate this turbulent time into our culture. All
forms of media seem to havejoined in on the
feeding frenzy, with persons like Oliver
Stone leading the crusade to strip and expose the heinous nature of this war.
Whether this retroactive critique is productive or counter-productive is not the focus of this article. Rather, it is about a
different point of view that was heard on
campus this week. Tim O'Brien,the author
of this year's class book,"The Things They
Carried," shared a bit of his philosophy on
life, the war and its effects to a less than
capacity crowd at the Maine Center for the
Arts Tuesday afternoon.
A plethora offresh, young faces, most of
whom are probably reading the book for
their English 101 course,showed up to watch
O'Brien. Also in attendance were what
seemed to be a number of the faculty.
Professor Pat Burns,overseer of the English 101 program,took the podium to give
a brief history of the class book program.
She then introduced Bob Whalen, assistant
to the president, who gave a brief biography
of O'Brien.
William Timothy O'Brien was born in
1946. He attended Macalester College and
graduated with a B.A. in political science.
Immediately following graduation,the Army
drafted him and he served a tour of duty in
Vietnam. While in Vietnam, he received a
Purple Heartfor a shrapnel wound.After the
war,he worked as a national affairs reporter
for the Washington Post. After a year of
working for the Post,he retired to write fulltime.
O'Brien got up to the podium wearing a
casual dress ofjeans, sweater and his trademark baseball hat. He started by telling the

crowd that every day of the year consists of
about ten hours of writing. He admits that
one could construe this type of behavior as
somewhat obsessive, but it is story telling
that makes him happy.
He gave a short discourse in defense of
stories. One function of this unprompted
justification was to tell the crowd why he
writes. One could easily assume that a
Vietnam veteran who uses fiction to discuss
the war is either trying to help eradicate the
evils of war, or making an attempt to come
to terms with,or feel a sense of closure with
such a traumatic event. O'Brien cites simpler reasons. His goal is simply to create art.
O'Brien uses the war as merely a backdrop for his stories. The major function of
Vietnam is that of an allegorical nature. In
other words, the war acts as a metaphor to
the hardships of life in general. O'Brien
said, "Everyone in this room has been in
Nam, you just don't know it yet."
At this point, O'Brien made a fluid transition into what he does best, and that is to
tell stories. He told a few very amusing
stories of his childhood in Worthington,
Minn. or as he quipped,"The most boring
place on earth." A major theme that he
pushed in these stories was the importance
ofusing one's creativity to the fullest extent.
Another theme was the effect of words,and
how each word evokes different emotions
for each person.
After his childhood tales, O'Brien told a
gut-wrenching story about the day he was
drafted. He transcended the crowd to a painful level of emotion when he told of his
odyssey to Canada in order to avoid the
draft. On his way,he met a man who became
the most important man in his life. This man
took him in when he was at his lowest and
without words,guided him to his decision to
return home.
He admitted (embarrassed as he was)to
being a coward because he was afraid not to
go to war. In his most ironic moment, he
realized his shame for fearing shame. He
was going to risk his life to avoid the humiliation of being a "draft-dodger."
After the story was over and the crowd
felt as ifthey had taken thejourney with him,
he admitted that his whole talk until this

Tim O'Brien, author of the class book,"The Things They Carried," addresses
a crowd at the Maine Center for the Arts. (Page Photo.)
point had been a lie. He went on to explain can you ask me?" Professor Burns sent
that the summer before he went off to Viet- O'Brien off with a gift to remember the
nam consisted of playing golf and working. school by, a University of Maine baseball
That summer he felt the same emotions that hat.
he related in his story, but in order for the
O'Brien's other novels include "The
crowd to experience those emotions he had Nuclear Age,""Going After Cacciato" and
to lie in order to tell the truth.
"A Lake of the Woods." He is presently
O'Brien finished his talk with a very working on his latest novel, about sadistic
briefquestion and answer session. He kept it ten-year olds, a turtle and the loss of virginshort because, as he said "I tell stories, what ity on the top of a Pontiac in a cornfield.

• Contest

An enriching night as a bikini bar bimbo
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
I hate bikinis. I have hated them for a
long time. But when I entered the bikini
contest at Geddy's Pub on Wednesday
night,I surprised myself. There was money involved and prizes and well, being
the typical impoverished college student,
I thought of all I could do with 300
dollars for merely being judged the biggest babe in the place.
There were ulterior motives too. For
example,I've always,as an average-looking chick, wondered exactly what the
deal is with irresistibly babealicious people. After shelling out tons of money for
modeling classes in high school you'd

figure that it would be nice to actually
DO something remotely like showing
yourself off to a huge throng of testosterone, but then the feminist inside me
smacked me across the face for considering it.
I figured that even if I were not fiscally richer at night's end I would be richer
for having taken part in an activity that I
think shreds the nerves of every average
woman. Obviously I had some "issues"
to deal with, and like the phobic thrown
into a room of snakes, the trial by fire
seems to sometimes get the nerves out.
After rationalizing the entire situation, I decided that a)I'd learn something
from the experience b)I'd have a free Tshirt without even needing to sign up for

a credit card c) I might actually stand a
chance because really, what kind of idiot
woman would put on a bikini in March
anyway and d) I had mentioned it to one
too many people and everyone would
think I was a total wuss if I didn't go
through with it, oh yea, and e) even if I
lose, I'll know I did it, however cheesy.
Oh yeah, and f) I figured the chances
were good that all but the few people who
might know me will forget it by next
Monday. Oh my, the things we do to
avoid wussdom.
And they screamed and cheered and I
heard some people call my name.I walked
around and posed a couple of times, and
blew kisses when I found my name callers - some old friends who had heard a

rumor that I would be in this, and I stood
up on this platform barely able to think.
My legs felt like, like, well, you know in
Bambi that scene where he's learning
about ice? Well, that scene perfectly describes what my legs felt like. It all happened so fast that before I had enough
time to realize that I still had legs, I was
done, helped off the platform and was
downstairs being cheered on by this cluster of gorgeous women. Honestly,! don't
remember much of it.
And then there were three women,
standing on the platform, none of them,
ironically, professional dancers. The student body bodies! Well,that was encourSee BIKINI on page 9
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• Beer

A porter for the prudent palate
By James Wright
Arts Editor, beer drinker

Dana Robinson played traditional American music and music of the British Isles
Tuesday night in the Peabody Lounge for Coffee House. (Newell Photo.)

Bikini

from page 8

aging. Then it was done, and a woman
who looked like the total girl next door,
only more beautiful, had won first place.
Once downstairs again, she screamed in
joy and we all hugged each other,and she
was screaming that she had never come
in first place at anything before. I felt her
joy and pain, but I felt something else, I
felt surprised...there had been nothing
too lewd or stereotypical about any of it.
The audience was really supportive and
I'd venture to say really nice.
When someone I didn't know told me
I should have placed better, I smiled and
thanked him. When my numerous but
obviously not loud enough (laugh) gang

of male companions and buddies told me
that I was more of a babe than they had
ever imagined,I took it as a slightly lefthanded compliment. When a dear friend
in my major told me that bikini or clothes,
I was gorgeous and he adored me no
matter what, I thought "well, I did it and
didn't die. That's something, isn't it?"
And I won anyway, having bonded
with another woman and being told by
guys that I had more guts than any of
them could have mustered, that was
enough I guess. Win or lose, I think I'm
better for having done it. It isn't a specific feeling, just a feeling. Which is more
than I expected.

The beer drinker's faithful companion is back! After a lengthy hiatus, it's
time to get back to the business at hand.
What should be in your hand is beer, but
what kind and how much is my duty to
inform you of.
It would take one hell of a beer to
inspire the reincarnation of the weekly
beverage report, and one hell of a beer is
what I have found. With hearty thanks to
the great people (and the great beer) at
the Bear Brew Pub on Main Street in
Orono, this one's for you.
The Bear Brew Pub offers beers at
every point of the suds spectrum, with
fine ales to fit the pilsener preferring
personalities as well as the full-bodied
brews for the stout at heart. You can even
get a sampler of all the variations to
decide what kind of drinker you really
are. However,it is the Winter Porter that
has found a warm and receptive spot in
my mid-section.
The porter looks tempting as it comes
flowing from the brass draft—the thick,
dark liquid filling up the pint glass for a
perfect fit. The porter retains a frothy
head until about half way through, which
is a sign of healthiness. Upon drinking
this exceptional elixir, I thought I had
gone to that great overflowing foam head
in the sky.

The porter is a lightly-hopped brew
with tones of roasted malts that make for a
taste explosion and a model of smoothness.
The head brewer at the pub has outdone
himself this time. All of the flavors are
worth checking out,the Winter Porter,however, is a result of master craftsmanship.
Since the beer is brewed on location, there
are no worries as to the freshness.
This beer will definitely be a favorite
of those with bitter-edged tongues, except it lacks that recoiling bite of bitter
ales that furl the eyebrows of the occasional drinker. Therefore it should be
more than just generally pleasing to even
the most finicky palates.
The porter has a hint of coffee flavor
that settles well on the taste buds. Surprisingly light for a porter, it has the
drinkability of a much lighter beer, allowing the holder of the pint glass to
refill again and again without achieving
that after-Thanksgiving feeling that heavy
beers have the tendency to do. If you're
feeling thirsty, then whet your whistle
with a Winter Porter.
Next week the companion will drink a
bunch of Samuel Adams' new brew,Golden Pilsener. If it has Sammy's picture on
it, it must be good, but we shall see.
If you have any suggestions, comments or a sample of your latest batch of
homebrew that you want to kick down,
call 581-3061.
Cheers!
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Editorial Pare
• Commentaries

No Dogs Allowed
LIP (little tiny puppy) seeks friendly to roam the campus on their own. This
loving, caring individual, to love, cherish form of abuse places many dogs at risk.
and cuddle with.
Dogs left tied and unattended can be
That's right. Spring is here and puppies attacked by unleashed dogs, get caught
are in abundance at local pet stores and in bad weather conditions without shelter
orphanages. To many college-aged stu- or even injure themselves on their own
dents this is the perfect time to bring home leash.
a pet, which is exactly what a great deal of
Loose pets can often fall victim to more
students do.
serious injuries, even death. Many dogs
Many students love to bring their cute, that aimlessly walk the campus dart into
cuddly canines on campus with them for traffic and risk being hit by cars. Some
the entire student body to"Awwww"at.
manage to find their way into buildings
Unfortunately, many new pet owners and remain lost for a better part of the
don't understand the responsibility ofown- day, without food or water.
ing a dog. Dogs require a great deal of
Adopting a pet is a noble and worthy
attention. They are pack animals and are cause with many rewards, but not with- • Editorial
highly social.
out sacrifices. Owning a dog is like havIf you live off campus, spending long ing a baby and can be at times more than
hours out of the house away from your inconvenient for the average college stunew furry friend, this is not the right time dent.
After a long wait, the faculty for the University of Maine system finally thought their time had
to adopt. Dogs,especially puppies should
Sure, puppies are cute and dogs make
come.
Their contract would finally be approved by the Board of Trustees. A tentative offer had
not be left unattended for extended periods excellent companions, but a great deal of
been
agreed
upon between the negotiating units of the administration and the faculty. It was a
of time. You will learn very quickly the thought needs to be done before commitdone
deal.
damage a 8-10 pound puppy can wreak on ting yourself to a lifestyle change. If you
However,the BOT rejected the offer and now both parties are back to where they started. This
your unexpecting home.
get a dog, you are not the only one with a
issue
has been a divisive one on this campus since June 30, 1992, when the last full contract
Then there are the puppy/dog owners lifestyle change. Your best interests are
between
AFUM and the administration expired. In the summer of 1995, a contract was agreed
that decide their canine companion will go not the only interests to consider. Too
because of the timetable, it only lasted a month, a cruel but far too real joke on our
upon,
but
everywhere they go. Except in the class- many dogs on this campus are falling vicfaculty.
room. Many pets are left tied to trees, tim to neerlless neglect.
The faculty of this university deserve far more than what they have been given by the BOT.
railings or left in cars, while others are left (C.Grimm)
For almost four years now,they have been working under expired contract after expired contract.
When students come to the university, they make an investment with their tuition dollars,
expecting a reasonable return on that investment in the form of a high-quality education. The
With the recent bombing of the Uni- community colleges' presidents and their university must provide those students with that education. By keeping qualified faculty here,the
versity of Maine with affirmations and associated Yes-men. They have clearly university is assuring students a good education and the skills they need to find a decent job.
If the university does not provide our faculty with a contract, they are not providing those
other frameworks, there has been much failed to assume these extra duties.
faculty
with much of an incentive to continue teaching here, which in the end hurts students.
gnashing of teeth and finger-pointing.
Yet we, the students of this univerOur
are underpaid, demotivated and unappreciated by the university. Many of these
faculty
To be sure, the documents in question sity have failed in our equally imporfaculty
have
been
working at this institution for years, teaching and encouraging students,
are confused, contradictory,jagged and, tant duty. We have gone to the polls
preparing
them
for
the
future. As though AFFIRM and downsizing weren't enough, this latest
in sections, arbitrary. Yet to summarily (albeit few of us) and unwittingly sent
move
by
the
BOT
only
gives the faculty another reason to resent their employer.
dump all blame for this upon President our current voice-less Legislators to
Give
our
faculty
a
break,
or better yet, a contract so they can do their jobs. The BOT should
Hutchinson and his Yes-men is a notion Augusta.
stop
looking
at
the
and start looking toward the future. College students make up one
bottom
line
in search of evidence. The state has deAsk yourself when the last time was
percent
of
the
world's
population,
but it is a most powerful percentage point. They are the future
cided we warrant fewer and fewer dol- that you read in the paper or heard on
economic,
political
and
social
leaders
of their generation.
lars.
radio or television the mention of lobIs
saving
a
few
dollars
in
the
FY97
budget more important than the future of those who will
To some degree our loss of funds is bying efforts for the university clogging
someday
lead
this
state
and
this
country?
That's what's at stake here - - whether the students of
indicative of the bureaucratic symptom: the halls of the state house. Then ask
this
university
will
graduate
with
enough
knowledge to successfully take their places of leader"It's not my job." A case in point is upon yourself when the last time one of our
generation.
next
ship
in
the
us now. If the Chancellor's Office and esteemed Legislators backed a bill to
our State Representative and Senate can- legalize pot. Is our education or our
not effectively lobby the Legislature,than smoking habits more important?
that duty falls upon the university and (M.L.Lane)

•

Give
i Facultytheir contracts

Up the wrong tree

Lobby Augusta
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A change in the state of Maine's priorities has lead to the formulation of the two very
controversial documents, AFFIRM,the university's initial restructuring document,and A Framework for Change, the restructuring plan.
Because state officials are under some mystical spell, thinking that the Orono campus is
drowning in funds, the Legislature decided to reduce the university system's expenditures from
1991s' 10 percent of their budget to today's 7.6 percent. At the same time, the state's budget has
increased 26 percent. If the UMS had remained a priority, receiving 10 percent of the budget, the
system would have $41 million dollars more this year, half of which would come to Orono.
The first downsizing plan saved UMaine $9 million and AFFIRM hopes to save another $8
million. If Augusta, however, kept the university in the foreground, neither of these documents
would have had to be written. If the state kept UMaine as a priority, we would have an advanced
institution, which would be turning qualified applicants away.Instead we have a weak institution
on the verge of another devastating blow.
One of the reasons why the Orono district has two of the youngest representatives in Augusta
is to have an effective lobby fighting for and supporting UMaine. But with the majority of
Augusta believing Orono is clogged with funds, it seems our lobbists either do not understand the
complex workings of this institution or are having a hard time vocalizing its-problems.
The reasons behind the state's change in funding are valid and need to be taken seriously by
the administration.
President Frederick E. Hutchinson, himself, admitted that Augusta feels UMaine has too many
administrators. Because of this, Augusta cut the budget, but left the restructuring up to the
See LOBBY page 11
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Editorial
• The Other Side

Of Ojand other juries
pleasure in the idea of setting free those
who destroy the lives of innocent peo"As with all things, ple. Instead, the intent is to stop incarjustice is defined by cerating those whose crimes may range
those who administer from trivial to severe, but for various
it.
reasons, are judged by their peers as both
Steven Biko
undeserving of punishment and of limited threat to the community. Coupled with
In the aftermath of the long melodra- the expense of imprisonment to the taxma known to many simply as "O.J.," a paying community, there are powerful
great deal of debate ensued as to wheth- incentives for people to nullify applicaer the jury had acted "properly," (i.e., tion of laws they may consider unjust or
rendered the correct verdict according
to the evidence). Those who were convinced that O.J. stood for Oppressed
Juice and those who were sure of his
• Letters to the Editor
guilt engaged in varying amounts of argument over such issues as reasonable
doubt and quantity of evidence, largely
• The GLB Wing is back in the news
ignoring what had actually taken place.
Will intolerant people now have an
To the Editor:
From the first day, the prosecution had
Both optimists and pessimists alike easy target? Did the universities that suspected that an act of jury nullificahave found something to talk about. inspired the University of Maine's GLB tion was going to take place, and indeed,
Next semester's opening of the Gay, wing have increased harassment prob- the end result justified their assumption.
Lesbian and Bissexual wing has caused lems? What will the university do if
Though there are differing versions
a great number of"good for them and I such problems occur?
of the concept, the basic idea behind
The general student body should be
hope it makes their lives better" comjury nullification is that jurors have the
about the potential difficulinformed
also
can
one
contrary,
the
On
ments.
right to issue a not guilty verdict in cashear quite a few debates against spe- ties in the GLB wing's future, as well es where, for whatever reason, they feel uselessly enforced in the specific case.
cial rights and gay segregation. I give as, the benefits to the campus.
the law is being unjustly administered.
Framing the debate in a strictly raLyn Mclaughlin is a First Year
pause to wonder if this will cause a
The guilt or innocence of the accused cial context as many are doing, is misCriminal Justice Major
temporary surge of hate crimes and
becomes irrelevant. There is, of course, leading and the practice of doing so is
Orono
harassment.
much controversy over both the legality yet one more tiresome outcome of the
and morality of such action. The moral Simpson trial. Battered wives, inner
question, in particular, has become a city high schoolers and poor white trash
• Cameron Brett remembered
flashpoint of tension between support- have all found some exit from an often
event. It does not make it any easier on ers and detractors, whose numbers are irrational and nightmarish court sysTo the Editor:
us to read the B.S. that The Campus becoming more and more drawn along tem thanks to such direct controls. In
tragmajor
a
been
has
there
Recently
has written. The campus paper and racial lines.
paper
life
his
lost
has
student
1994, a gay man was found not guilty
edy, a UMaine
its
expressed
effectively
For
have
staff
new.
not
is
its
Camnullification
person,
Certainly,
That
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years,
respect
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hundred
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rooma
be
better
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the
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From
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respected
upon
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south
reopening
for
you
thank
ante-bellum
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in
owners
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death after he verbally threatened to
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slave
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perspecial
very
ting
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was
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wife-bea
and
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Alabama
make
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bottom
enthe
has
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that
set"
dead,
is
he
and
"privileged
son
the
"Resuburbanites,
entitled
the trial showed that she and
during
of Cameron in an editorial
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congenial
more
line.
far
no
a
had been treated at the
point,
joyed
her
children
this
At
sponsible drinking."
Mader
last
Jess
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Over
rank-and-file.
room 76 times in three
the
than
in
tem
emergency
was
local
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one knows for sure if
Orono
and
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however,
century,
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quarteryears
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not
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fact drunk. That, however,
same
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use
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begun
have
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special
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store
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friend
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nullification
jury
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over
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mother
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send
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enough
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son could have had. Cameron
letter
a
accordingly.
risen
his
has
Write
stepfaof
to
hand
the
abusive
tough
from
very
many people's lives. It is
The essential statement made by an ther. Because of the verdict, he was
see a person, especially a close friend lie
to the editor.
number of juries is that in able to put to use a full scholarship
increasing
It
you.
of
motionless in a casket in front
it is neither morally cor- from Princeton. In all of these cases,
instances,
some
knew
who
is very hard for the people
The Maine Campus
the community to send juries decided against further punishfor
newspaper
useful
or
rect
eekly
tragic
thrice-w
this
Ialne's
UP,
Cameron Brett to deal with
certain defendants to prison. Certainly, ment for people who, in a sense, had
this places a great deal of power over already suffered enough for their
the law in the hands of a few. Only a crimes. Some might decry this with
• Lobby con't
fool would deny, however, that the cre- horseshit, elitist commentary about the
of starting up a non-state ation and manipulation of law is con- sanctity of the law, and the anarchy of
administrators they would like to see eliminated. Instead
inward, attacking from centrated in the same way. For many, "courtroom vigilantism". Meanwhile,
look
affliated lobby for UMaine, the administrators decided to
administration can the chance to selectively apply the law in the real world, peoples lives are
UMaine
measures.
within, rather than looking for alternative funding
show, it is affect in a specific case is the only input into saved and communities strengthened
protests
many
no longer resort to cost-cutting measures, because as the
to the state the system they will ever have. This re- by these occasional triumphs of comprove
must
UMaine
the morale and the quality of programs at the university.
for this ality is distinctly different from that of mon sense. One wonders about both
order
In
projects.
industry
that it is an intricle part of the state's research and
in the "old-boy" network in the South in the humanity of those who would have
lobby
own
its
up
start
must
university to survive with quality programs, UMaine
the pre-civil rights era, or that of the these people imprisoned and rather
Augusta.
of
A
number
long.
buys freedom" system which their idealism would extend to escorttoo
"money
for
The students and staff have relied on the administration
be
that
could
well for many individuals, ing these folks through the prison gates.
decisions
so
worked
months,
backward decisions have been made over the past few
quality
really
needs,
O.J.
Simpson.
campus
including
the
reversed if we had some political clout backing what
-touch
of nullification take no
administrators.
out-of
Supporters
Scott Labby is senior history major.
programs and professors, not offices brimming with useless,

Scott Labby

For many, the chance
to selectively apply
the law in a specific
case is the only input
into the system they
will ever have.
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Entertainment

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
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For Friday, March 29
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: This
is no time to be shy or modest. If you have a
good idea, it may even be a great one, then you
must share it with as wide a range of people as
possible. Someone, somewhere, can help you
turn the idea into a reality.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Your appreciation of what's possible is matched by your
willingness to make sacrifices in order to achieve
certain goals. You'll achieve your goals if you
stay cool and make the right moves for the right
reason at the same time.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Don't compromise your principles in the belief that colleagues will admire you for your pragmatic approach. The chances are they will see you it as a
sign of weakness and pressure you into making
still more concessions.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Avoid anything artificial or unnatural, especially if it's
packaged in an attractive way. Stick to what
you know and trust. It may be boring but at least
it won't upset you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Don't hesitate for a moment if an opportunity to improve
your status or finances comes your way. Those
doing the offering want someone who can think
on their feet and make snap decisions. You fit
the bill, but you must have more confidence in
yourself.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You aren't the
kind to pull your punches, but something you
say today, either to a loved one or to a work
colleague, will hurt someone more than you
expected. Be that as it may, you have a right to
express your opinions, especially if, for no apparent reason, you find yourself on the defensive.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You need to
spread your wings. One day you'll fly away,
but that day may not arrive for a while yet. In
the meantime, make sure there's nothing you
can't do to make a changing relationship easier
to bear. Don't be obstructive for the sake of it.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): Even if you're
unable to take your own plans a stage further,
you can at least help a friend or a relative fulfill
an ambition. Something you do for someone
else will provide you with a fresh inspiration
about how to deal with problems of a creative or
artistic nature.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): Whether or
not you possess the required qualifications to
tackle a job or situation is irrelevant. What
matters is that you have the confidence to turn
your hand to something new. You aren't a
failure if you try and fail, only if you never try.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): What
you get today may not be what you want, but it
will turn out to be exactly what you need. Then
you will want it after all. Be thankful there are
people in this world who love you enough to
ignore your complaints and do what they know
is best for you.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): A little
knowledge is a dangerous thing, especially in
the hands of those who believe they know it all
when they hardly know the half of it. Don't
base an important decision on an isolated fact.
If you can't see the big picture,consult someone
who can.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
waste time on petty arguments when there are so
many more important matters which require your
attention. Not everyone you meet will see things
form your point of view, but why should they?
Life would be a lot less fun if everyone started
thinking along similar lines.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You'll
regret it if you fail to take advantage of a spurof-the moment opportunity. However much you
might fear the unknown, you must confront it,
otherwise, you'll always be haunted by the
thought of what might have been had you shown
a little more courage.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, March 30
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
don't have to follow a certain course of action
just because it's the accepted thing to do. The
fact that everyone else does it is a good reason
to do something different. You have a reputation for independence, live up to it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): If you
feel the need to look back on a past event and
work out what went wrong, then by all means
do so. Don't however, indulge your negative
emotions to such a degree that you lose sight
of the good things which have happened since
then.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Something which made sense a month or two ago
makes no sense at all now, but only because
you're now a different person. To expect
things to stay the way they were yesterday is
to expect the impossible.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Are you
really as emotionally detached and intellectually impartial as you claim to be? Probably
not. You have strong views on certain subjects, and no matter how nonjudgemental you
try to be, you can't change the way you are.
As long as you're aware of this, no harm will
be done.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may
be having the time of your life, but have you
considered the consequences which could arise
from some your impulsive actions? Something you say or do may change the lives of
many people, but for the better or worse?
Only you can decide.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The way you
frame a question is as important as the question itself. The right tone, the right timing
and the right emphasis are required if your
request is to be successful.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept.22): Ignoring an
upsetting situation won't make it go away. It
may bring you temporary respite. You don't
have to do anything drastic, you can hide it if
you want to, but the early part of next week
could be tougher than you expected.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): An important relationship appears to be going through
a rough patch, but your intuition tells you
there's nothing to worry about. Even so, you
could still make things easier for yourself by
not giving loved ones the impression you don't
care if they support you or not.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): It doesn't
matter what threats or promises you make, a
loved one is determined to move at a very
slow speed. If you lose your temper, you'll
suffer. Stay calm, soon there will be a change
of pace.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You've sat around looking at the same four
walls long enough. You owe it to yourself to
get out and have fun. Career and money
worries can't be left behind completely, but
the further afield you travel, the happier you'll
be.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): If you
assess your life plan in terms of profit and
loss, there are bound to be good days and bad
days. But if you assess it in terms of what
you've learned, then even the bad days can be
counted as good. Try not to attach material
values to spiritual truths, it robs them of their
worth.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): However difficult your current situation may appear, you can handle it with ease. Remember that whatever you have to face you were
meant to face, and if you were meant to face
it, then it must be in some way, be doing you
good.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): What
happens in the distant future is irrelevant to
your present situation as what happened in the
past week. Look ahead by all means but not
so far ahead that you lose contact with reality.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Pack (in)
5 List ender
9 Huzzah for
Horne
14 Canyonlands
National Park
site
15 Mathematical
sets
16 Exxon Valdez,
e.g.
17 Bayes who
sang Over
There"
up
ia Give
19 "Thais," e.g.
20 Start of a quip
23 Nettled, with
"off"
24 Rimrock locale

54 End of the quip
61 'Abdulla Bulbul
--"(old song)
62 Brouhaha
63 Villa decoration
64 Stradivari's
strip
teacher
34 Desists
65 At any time
36 Uppity one
66 Trim, as a
photograph
38 Lady's man
39 More of the quip 67 Like some
myths
42 Antietam
68 Florida county
general
69 Interpret
43 Show bias
44 Aft
45 Lucille's love
DOWN
47 "Born Free" lion
1 Kind of
49 In a difficult
sandwich
position
2 Superimposed
entity
One's
50
3 Japanese
52 Adriatic seaport
merchant ship
4 Pipe dream: Var.

25 Base runner's
feat
28 Word with
season or
secret
30 Seamstress's

on cloud
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 5 Put
nine

1

2

3

4

14

15

17

18

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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41
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12

19

35

45

11
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42
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24

34

54

9
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23
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8

21

20
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51

53
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Puzzle by Betty Jorgensen
HA LOEI3 OMAN
6 "Holy --!"
WOK
UGANDO N I NE
IBO
7 Sampras, at
21 Pick
VANS
times
SOBS TOR I ED
22 Foreign lady
LIMIT
VON
HEEL
8 Bone
25 Burn
ES
I
BOD
OSMAN
connector
26 Where Indians
K A L
THOME
9 These may be
raise a flap?
WEEP I NGW I L LOW
hit or cooked
27 Disburdens
HID
LAYAWAY
ELF
10 Shop tool
29 Warm-up
THECR Y I NOGAME
ii Ex-British P.M.
CARMEN
exams,for short
118E3
SIEGE
BALLAD
Douglas-Home 31 First name in
EARP
cosmetics
PEN
ADULT
12 40's-50's singer
TEARJERKER
SO I T
32 Cuba ---Lynn
I DO
AS T EA L
ERGO
33 Graph
13 Ireland's --NOCI
WOODY S
SNIP
depiction
Islands

El

6

5

NO.0111

35 Police badge
37 Eatery

40 Star-crossed
41 More
regimented
46 Keys
48 Stood
51 Ala King?
53 Worship

54 "Misery" co-star
55 Armory
holdings
56 Regan's father
57 Popular salmon
513 Time's partner
59 Gymnast
Korbut
60 Musical pipe

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• AIDS

Resisting blood cells might fight off HIV infection
NEW YORK(AP)— People who manage to avoid infection with the AIDS virus
despite repeated exposure might be protected by certain blood cells that actively resist
HIV,a study suggests.
HIV normally infects so-called CD4
blood cells readily. But CD4 cells from
people who avoided infection were found to
be unusually resistant,perhaps through overproduction of anti-viral chemicals.
A second study found that in people who
are infected, certain immune system genes
may strongly affect how long they can go
without developing AIDS.
The studies, in the April issue of the
journal Nature Medicine,may someday lead
to new ways to prevent infection and help in
deciding how and when to treat infected
people, researchers said.
Scientists found that CD4 cells from

• Vigilante justice

people who have avoided HIV infection their CD4 cells to be particularly resistant.
despite repeated exposure required about He said he doubts CD4 cells play a role in
200times the normal dose ofHIV to become infection-resistant people.
Paxton's work involved 25 people with
infected in the laboratory, said researcher
sign of HIV infection despite having
no
Paxton.
William A.
homosexual or heterosexual sex
repeated
found
cells
resistant
most
the
of
Studies
people.
with
infected
the
times
10
about
out
pumping
were
they
While their CD4 cells could not resist
normal levels of substances called chemokines that are known to quash HIV's repro- infection completely, even a partial resistance could make a big difference in a perduction in the test tube.
The chemokines may be protecting the son's getting infected because the HIV dose
cells and the people the cells came from,
said Paxton, of the Aaron Diamond Re- • Education
search Center and New York University
School of Medicine.
A researcher unconnected with the study,
Dr. Neil Simonsen of the University of
Manitoba in Winnepeg, said his work with
Kenyan prostitutes who have avoided HIV
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The state
infection despite very high risk did not find Senate voted today to kill a bill that would have
let school boards fire teachers who tell students
that evolution is fact.
The bill, which dredged up memories ofthe
infamousScopes"Monkey Trial," would have
made the teaching ofevolution as fact a form of
insubordination. It would have allowed but not
required school boards to fire the offenders. It
was defeated in a 20-13 vote.
spics."
the
Sen. Tommy Burks, a Democrat, insisted
"At
added.
he
it,"
of
"I'm not proud
angel
bill was a "simple, non-complex piece of
on
his
was
I
way,
the
by
time I said that,
but it occupied a large amount of
time."
legislation"
the
at
drugs
dust. ... I was taking
time.
four
shot
lawmakers'
Goetz
1984,
On Dec. 22,
"I can't vote for this bill, but I don't want
black teen-agers he believed were trying
to think I don't know God," said Lt.
later
was
anybody
He
train.
to rob him on a subway
Wilder, who presided over the deJohn
charges
Gov.
murder
acquitted of attempted
for
term
bate.
jail
but served an eight-month
Numerous amendments were offered, ingun possession.

Killer admits racism, drugs
involved in subway shooting
NEW YORK (AP) — Bernhard Goetz
says that he was on drugs when,three years
before he became nationally known as the
Subway Shooter, he publicly used hostile
epithets to refer to blacks and Hispanics.
He makes the admission in an interview
to be aired Sunday on "Dateline NBC."
Goetz said that he spoke at a block association meeting about cleaning up the street
in 1981 and used the terms "niggers and
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from a sex act is low, Paxton said.
Besides CD4 cells, HIV can infect cells
lining the rectum or vagina,Paxton said. He
theorized that if the virus cannot then proceed to infect CD4 cells, the infection may
remain localized and get wiped out by the
immune system.
Simonsen said immune system cells
other than CD4 might be responsible for
making some people unusually resistant to
HIV infection.

bill
ts
rejec
te
Tennessee Sena
,
against teachiing evolution
eluding some Burks said were intended to kill
his bill. Among the amendments that did pass
specified that teaching evolution asfact was not
acrime.The original bill wassilenton thatissue.
Sen. John Ford, D-Memphis, complained
about the long debate.
"This bill is not worth five minutes of our
time ... The Senate is shaming the conscience of
Tennessee," Ford said.
The mostfamous legal battle overevolution
took place in 1925 when Dayton,Tenn., biology teacher John Scopes wasconvicted in the socalled "Monkey Trial." That conviction was
later overturned on technicality.
The law under which Scopes, a substitute
biology teacher, was convicted was tougher
than the one rejected by the Senate today: It
outright prohibited any teaching of evolution
that conflicted with the biblical creation story.
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,L Assistant Business Manager
We're looking for someone that's
• highly motivated
• good with people
• organized

would like to remind all
advertisers that
the deadline for placing
advertisements is
two days
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• Politics

Buchanan considers endin GOP cam ai
WASHINGTON (AP) — Back home
after losing 25 consecutive March primaries, Pat Buchanan huddled with top advisers and supporters today to debate whether
to continue his Republican presidential campaign or perhaps launch an independent bid.
Many of Buchanan's top supporters are
urging him to bolt the GOP and run as an
independent,perhaps as the candidate ofthe
fledgling U.S. Taxpayers Party.
The conservative commentator has told
aides he views that as a risky, unlikely
option, but wants to listen to supporters
before making a decision. Roughly three
dozen Buchanan advisers, supporters and
conservative activists were invited to a sub-

urban Washington hotel for the meeting.
Aides said no decisions would be made
today, and that the campaign planned no
public statement about the session.
In advance of the meeting, leading Republicans urged Buchanan to stay within the
GOP ranks — and to join other defeated
rivals in backing Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, who has clinched the GOP nomination.
"This contest is over," said Republican
National Committee Chairman Haley Barbour. House Speaker Newt Gingrich made a
similar entreaty.
Dole himself said this morning it would
be a good time for Buchanan to abandon any

• Religion

Atheists bump Catholics
Easter worship
i ste
site
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Atheists beat
Christians to the punch, getting a city permit for a 6 a.m. gathering on Easter around
a mountaintop cross that has generated
controversy because it's in a city park.
So the Christians decided to hold their
sunrise ceremony at 5 a.m.
Then they changed their minds and
dropped plans for a service.
City Councilman George Stevens, a
Christian service organizer who also is a
Baptist pastor, said God told him not to
hold the early ceremony, which would
have taken place almost an hour before
dawn on Easter Sunday.
"I've got some different instructions
after making all the plans,contacting ministers and contacting different church organizations," Stevens said Wednesday.
Anyone who would have attended the
service should celebrate Easter in their
respective churches, he said.
Since 1954, Christians have flocked
to the 40-foot Mount Soledad cross at
sunrise on Easter morning. But secular
groups argue that because the cross is in
a public park, it violates the constitutional separation of church and state. There
has a cross on the site for about 70 years.

The city sold 225 square feet of land
beneath the cross to the Mount Soledad
Memorial Association. But objections
were filed, and ajudge will determine the
legality of the transfer this spring.
"This whole continuing controversy
underscores the point that the cross does
not belong in a public park," said Peter
Irons, a Unitarian professor who first
secured the Easter permit for the atheists.
Such permits are given out on a first
come, first served basis.
The atheists, who formed a group
called the Park is for Everyone, promised
to open the April 7 services to all corners,
including Buddhists, Jews, Muslims and
a witch. Among those invited to speak is
the lesbian interim pastor of the predominantly gay Metropolitan Community
Church.
"This is not an atheist service," Irons
said. "There will be Christian and other
religious ministers."
The Christian service was to be headed by Stevens.
"It's kind of confusing to me why
they would want to go to the cross for a
service, which represents the death of
Jesus," he said.

In June'
3-4 Bedroom Apts., w/ oil heat, 11/2 baths,
fully applianced w/ dishwasher.

thought of leaving the party.
"I would hope today that maybe Pat
Buchanan may join us and take a look at
what we've been doing," Dole told GOP
lawmakers on Capitol Hill. "If he'll take a
look at what we've been doing, then I believe he'll fully understand that his future
and our future are the same. They're in this
party."
Buchanan's top advisers appear divided
on the prospect of an independent run.
His sister and closest political adviser,
Angela "Bay" Buchanan, has openly promoted the idea and has asked for research
on filing deadlines and other logistical hurdles.
Campaign manager Terry Jeffrey was
described as intrigued by the independent
idea, and said to believe that Buchanan's
economic views,particularly his protectionist trade stance, will never be embraced at
the Republican convention. Treasurer Scott
McKenzie is also among those leaning in
favor of an independent run.

Another top aide, Gregory Mueller,said
he was encouraged by Dole's recent focus
on combating illegal immigration and repealing affirmative action programs,as well
as Dole's overtures to rivals to help him
form "a winning Republican coalition."
Mueller also noted that Buchanan has attracted new voters to the Republican Party
and should not destroy any chance of seeking the nomination in the future.
One close associate who spoke to Buchanan recently said "his heart is in the Republican Party." There were some indications
from the invitation list for Thursday's meeting that he was inclined to stay there.
Veteran anti-abortion activist Phyllis
Schlafly was among those expected to attend.
"I am in favor of his staying with the
party through the convention and seeing
how he gets treated," she said. But if Buchanan followed that advice, it would be enormously difficult to qualify for ballots after
the convention.

• Appeal

Judge denies Noriega retrial
MIAMI(AP)— Manuel Noriega won't
get a retrial, even though a judge acknowledged he was troubled by reports that Colombia's Cali cocaine cartel bribed a key
witness $1.25 million.
"It's.a dark day in American history
when a court condones bribing witnesses,and that's essentially what happened,"
defense attorney Frank Rubino said after
Wednesday's ruling. "A new tool the
government now has in its arsenal is
bribery."
Noriega, who was captured during the
U.S. invasion of Panama and flown to Miami in 1990, is serving a 40-year sentence
for protecting U.S.-bound cocaine flights by
Cali's rival in the Colombian drug trade,the

Medellin cartel.
Defense attorneys argued last month that
Noriega's trial was tainted by witnesses
with ulterior motives — one who took $1.25
million in cartel bribes and another who
claimed he was promised a greatly reduced
prison sentence.
U.S. District Judge William Hoeveler
said in his ruling he was troubled by the
reports, but was required to treat any newly
discovered evidence with great caution.
"We are elated with the judge's decision," said Wilfredo Fernandez, spokesman for the U.S. attorney's office in Miami.
"I suspect that the general will be a guest of
the federal prison system for the next 40
years as planned."

• Courts

Dr. Kevorkian faces
new trial, new rules
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — Dr. Jack
Kevorkian,acquitted twice ofassisted-suicide
charges, faces another trial with new jury
instructions that could give the prosecution an
advantage.
Kevorkian faces trial next week in the
October 1991 deaths ofSherry Miller,43,who
had multiple sclerosis, and Marjorie Wantz,
58, who suffered severe pelvic pain.
Autopsies found Miller died after inhaling
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carbon monoxide;Wantzdied ofa lethal injection.Theirs were the second and third ofthe 27
deaths Kevorkian has acknowledged attending since 1990.
Prosecutors must prove that Kevorkian
knew the two women sought to commit suicide, then gave them the means to kill themselves while knowing it would happen, according to jury instructions included in a
Wednesday ruling by Oakland County Circuit
Judge David Breck.
That could give the prosecution less to
prove, because it bypasses Kevorkian's claim
that he intended only to relieve pain and suffering — a key factor in his March 8 acquittal on
charges stemming from two 1993 deaths.
An Oakland County jury cited an exception to Michigan's now-expired assisted-suicide ban. That law allowed assisted suicide if
the intent was to relieve pain or suffering. It
was written sothat health care workers wouldn't
withhold medication or other treatment out of
fear they would be charged with acrime iftheir
patient died.
That exception isn't mentioned in the new
jury instructions because Kevorkian is being
tried under Michigan common law rather than
the assisted suicide ban.
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• Atlantis

Space shuttle says goodbye to Mir station
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) —
Atlantis' astronauts clasped hands and exchanged bear hugs with the crew of Russia's Mir space station today, saying farewell as they prepared to leave American
Shannon Lucid behind for a five-month
stay.
"We're going to miss them," chokedup shuttle commander Kevin Chilton said
at an official goodbye ceremony aboard the
Mir.
NASA ordered Chilton and his crew
home Saturday, one day earlier than
planned, because of bad weather was forecast.
Chilton's voice quivered and he paused
to regain his composure while explaining
why he was especially sad to leave cosmonauts Yuri Onufrienko and Yuri Usachev.
The two crews have known each other for
some time because they trained together on
the ground.
"There's a big ocean between Russia
and America," he said, "and we're not so
confident, or certain I should say, that that
we'll ever see our two friends Yuri and
Yuri again ... in person."
After exchanging bear hugs with Chilton, the Russians had poignant words for
the shuttle crew.
"Wejust don't believe that in just a few
minutes ... we'll say farewell, shut the
hatches," Onufrienko said. "We will observe each other only through the port holes.
They'll be looking at us, we'll be looking at
them."
Added Usachev:"If there had been any
barriers between us,then we have managed

to come closer together. We've done a
great deal of good work."
The eight space travelers then signed
placards commemorating the five-day docking, the third between Atlantis and Mir.
Two hours later, hatches between the two
spaceships were sealed for good in preparation for unlinking later in the day.
Lucid, a 53-year-old biochemist, will
remain on the station until Atlantis returns
in August to pick her up.
"I guess you'd normally get in trouble
for coming back one person short," Chilton told CBS News today in a space-toground interview."This time,I think we'll
get a pat on the back."
The shuttle dropped off more than 5,000
pounds of supplies, including experiment
equipment and water, and will tote some
Russian equipment back home.
Lucid's five-month stay will make her
the U.S. space endurance champion, surpassing former Mir resident Norman
Thagard,who lived there nearly four months
last year.
Her arrival also begins two years of
continuous American presence on Mir and
— if the planned international space station is launched on schedule in 1998 —
continuous U.S. presence in space well
into the next century.
"Of course, our Russian friends have
been keeping people up here in space for
extended duration for a longtime,so we're
the new kids on the block," Chilton said.
The other flight highlight came Wednesday, when astronauts Linda Godwin and
Michael "Rich" Clifford ventured outside

the joint outpost to install several experiments on Mir. It was the first American
spacewalk outside a station in 22 years.
Clifford said he was so focused on his
work during the excursion that he didn't
get much time to soak up the stunning view
from 250 miles up.
"But I do remember one spectacular
moment was when I looked up at Mir and I
saw commander Onufrienko looking out

his window and the Earth was in the background," Clifford said. "That will be forever framed in my mind."
Atlantis is now scheduled to return to
Cape Canaveral,Fla.,on Saturday morning.
Mission Control made the rare decision to
cut short the mission by one day based on
meteorologists' prediction of bad weather
there on Sunday, as well as a leak in one of
three steering systems used for landing.

• Lawsuit

Police officer who rescues
woman sues her for damages
SUNRISE, Fla.(AP) — A police of- forcing his reassignment to a desk job.
Charles Morehead, Byers' attorney,
ficer who was hailed for saving a woman
from her estranged husband now is suing said Mrs. Liberatore was being sued bethe woman, saying she's partly to blame cause she knew her husband was on his
for the attack that left him with an injured way to her home with a loaded shotgun
but didn't call police until he was arrived
hand.
In April 1994, police Sgt. Mark Byers at the house. Besides, he said, she was
smashed through a glass door to save unfaithful.
"When you cheat on your husband
Jane Liberatore. Her estranged husband,
Anthony, had already shot her boyfriend and create the potential for murder or
aggravated assault and a police officer is
to death.
"I was floored when I got the pa- injured as a result, you make your own
pers," Mrs. Liberatore said Wednesday. bed and you have to sleep in it," More"I just want people to know that if they head said.
Mrs. Liberatore said she didn't know
get help from the police they can expect
her husband was coming to her home
to be asked to pay for it later."
Byers' suit against Mrs. Liberatore with a gun. She declined to comment on
and her now-imprisoned husband seeks allegations that she was cheating on her
unspecified damages. Despite reconstruc- estranged husband.
"I just feel like I'm being victimized
tive surgery for injuries to his hand, Byers, 35, claims he now can't fire a gun, once again," she said.
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Sports Brieft
IBF champ must
give up belt
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Francois
Botha lost his IBF heavyweight title after
a federaljudge ordered the South African
disqualified because he tested positive for
steroid use after his last fight.
The IBF'sfailure to remove the champion, who eventually admitted using the
banned substance, was an "egregious"
violation of its own rules, U.S. District
Judge Dickinson R. Debevoise said.
The decision, unless overturned on
appeal, would set up a fight between
Michael Moorer and Axel Schulz, who
lost to Botha in December. The IBF said
it would abide by the ruling, and consider
the title vacant.

49ers sign running back
SANTA CLARA,Calif.(AP)—Free
agent running back Johnny Johnson will
join the San Francisco 49ers, ending the
team's search for a veteran running back,
newspapers reported today.
Johnson, who sat out the 1995 season,has agreed to a two-year,$3 million
contract that includes a $500,000 bonus,
according to the San Francisco Chronicle and the San Jose Mercury news.
Johnson,27, who made the Pro Bowl
as a seventh-round rookie from San Jose
State in 1990, spent a five-year career
with the Phoenix Cardinals and New
York Jets.
He averaged a little more than 800
yards rushing each season and,in his last
two years with the Jets, totalled 109 pass
receptions.During the five-year span,he
scored 21 touchdowns and had 10 100yard rushing games.
The announcement is expected to be
made later today.
Offensive coordinator Marc Trestman's scouting report concluded: "Excellent athleticism, good, solid runner,
adequate outside runner, excellent pass
catcher."
The signing of Johnson, who will do
most of his running between the tackles,
will put the 49ers about $220,000 above
the salary-cap limit.
Johnson,who was born in Santa Clara
and lives in Santa Cruz, holds the San
Jose State record for most yards in a
season with 1,167 in 1988.
He was traded with a first-round pick
in 1993 to the Jets for a first-round pick,
which the Cardinals used to select running back Garrison Hearst.

Irvan being investigated
DALLAS(AP)— A grandjury investigating Dallas Cowboys receiver Michael
Irvin's presence at a motel drug bust asked
a judge today for a 30-day extension in its
term.
State DistrictJudge John Creuzotgranted the requestdespite a protestfrom the AllPro player's attorney. Thejudge noted that
grand jurors, not prosecutors, asked for
more time.
The grand jury's term was to expire at
the end of the month.
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• NCAA

Athletic department receives letter ofinquiry
By Larry Rogers
Sports Writer
The University of Maine received a
much-anticipated "official letter of inquiry" from the NCAA last week and
learned that its Committee on Infractions
will review UMaine's case during its
June 1-3 meeting in Kansas City.
The letter of inquiry is a routine procedure for the NCAA when it intends to
investigate a member institution's athletics program. The inquiry mainly deals
with information contained in UMaine's
own self-report, which it released to the
public and the NCAA last December.
The letter lists some questions the university must respond to by April 24.
According to UMaine Director of Athletics Dr. Suzanne Tyler, the letter of
inquiry is a step in the right direction for
the university.
"We believe we're right on target,"
said Tyler. She added that it means the
NCAA has accepted Maine's own investigation and that the university "has
shown institutional control, which was
one of the allegations made against us."
Tyler said the letter of inquiry is just
another step taken by the NCAA eventually leading up to a final ruling.
"They have a formal process," said
Tyler. "Step one is that we did our selfreport, step two is the official letter of
inquiry, step three is our response, step
four is the hearing in June, step five is
what the NCAA's findings are and then
we go on from there if we need to."
S. David Berst, the NCAA's group

Suzanne Tyler. (File Photo.)
executive director for enforcement and
eligibility appeals, wrote the inquiry and
agreed that the infractions reported to the
NCAA by the university meet the definition of "major". The NCAA defines major violations as those which, by themselves or because of the total number of
violations, provide a team or school with
an extensive recruiting or competitive
advantage.
The university met the latter half of
this definition, as none of its infractions
were too severe alone, but over 40 infractions were outlined in its December selfreport suggesting a lack of institutional
control.
Many of the over 40 NCAA violations
uncovered in the self-report occurred

within university's hockey program from
1990-'93, including head coach Shawn
Walsh allegedly excepting money during
a university-imposed suspension in 1993,
Walsh's attempts to interfere with the
NCAA's investigation and various recruiting violations. The university's selfsanctions in December included a ban
from this year's NCAA tournament, a
one-year suspension without pay for
Walsh and a reduction in hockey scholarships for two years.
The Committe of Infractions will determine whether those self-sanctions were
sufficient during the June hearing.
According to Chuck Smart, the
NCAA's director of enforcement, the
length of UMaine's June hearing will
vary according to how many other institutions are scheduled to have hearings
during that time.
"It could be one, four or five (institutions)," said Smart."It all depends on the
length of the cases. Each case last a few
hours or one or two days, it just varies
from case to case."
The Committee of Infractions meets
six times a year and handles about 20
major cases a year. According to Smart,
it is not unique for a university to selfreport its violations and it is viewed as
the university's responsibility to do so.
Smart said the committee's job is to
"decide what if any findings have been
made and if a penalty should be assessed."
Tyler said that others attending the
hearing, along with herself, include
See HOCKEY on page 18

• Baseball

Freshman pitcher gets the call for Maine
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
After facing some of the best teams in
the nation on its southern swing,the University of Maine baseball team faced one of the
best teams in New England, with the same
end result — a loss.
Despite a strong six-inning pitching performance from freshman Pete Fisher, the
Black Bears lost to Providence College, 32, Wednesday night. Fisher allowed just
seven hits and three earned runs but was out
pitched by the Friars duo ofAndy Byron and
Todd Murray. Byron pitched five innings,
allowing just one hit and one run. Murray
finished the game and allowed five hits and
one run in four innings of work.
"We were facing the top team in New
England, and it was a game we thought we
could win," said Maine head coach John
Winkin."They made two great plays in the
eighth and ninth inning, that saved their
necks."
Winkin and the Black Bears will look to
bounce back this weekend when they open
their North Atlantic Conference schedule
with a pair of double headers with Towson
State (Saturday) and Delaware (Sunday).
A pair of freshman will get the ball
Sunday when Maine faces the team picked
to win the NAC,Delaware.Fisher and Andy
Estabrooke are expected to start for the
Black Bears against the Blue Hens. Es-

Pete Fisher. (File Photo.)

Andy Estabrook. (File Photo.)

tabrooke is coming off a three-inning onehit outing against Drexel last weekend. It
was Estabrooke's first outing in two weeks
after struggling with a sore arm, which was
caused by his desire to get back into action
after a year off. He red-shirted last year after
being hit in the face with a line drive.
"I think that in his anxiousness to get
back he might have overdone it," said Winkin.
"He had been off a year and had a little arm
trouble from over doing it.
"He looked awfully good," added
Winkin."We hope that now he is ready to

work his way to a full-time starter. We're
going to build him up to seven innings (a
start)."
Senior Dave Foran and sophomore Josh
Harriman will get the starts in Maine's double header with Towson State, Saturday.
Frigid North
The Black Bears may have gotten too
used to playing in sunny Florida. When
Maine returned to the north, it faced 30
See BASEBALL on page 18
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• Softball

Baseball

Black Bears head to Georgia

degree temperatures, and with the windchill, it was colder on some days.
"We had to overcome some really bitter
weather," said Winkin."Last Saturday was

By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
The University of Maine softball team
will try to avoid being stung this weekend
as they travel down to Atlanta to participate in the Georgia Tech Buzz Classic.
Maine will play in a round robin pool
with four other teams that are rich with
talent. The University of Tennessee,
Georgia Southern, Mercer College and
the University of Maryland will all compete against Maine starting Friday afternoon.
The Black Bears will open up the
tournament against the University ofTennessee Friday at 1 p.m. Maine will face
Georgia Southern following that game.
On Saturday, Maine will go head to
head with Mercer College and the University of Maryland. Out of the five
teams in the pool, only the top four will
advance to the championship round on
Sunday.
Head coach Janet Anderson said she
doesn't know much about Maine's opponents this weekend.
"We don't know much about them
except what we see on paper," Anderson
said.
Aside from the unfamiliarity of their
opponents, Maine will also have the disadvantage of not playing as many games
as the rest of the tourney teams, said
Anderson.
"All of the schools have been playing
since the second of February," said Anderson. "We're going down with a positive
attitude. We have to play well on both

Hockey
UMaine President Frederick Hutchinson,
executive assistant to the president Robert Whalen, Walsh, NCAA faculty representative George Jacobson, compliance
director Tammy Light, interim head hockey coach Greg Cronin and assistant hockey coach Grant Standbrook.
As it did with its self-report, the university will release its response to the
letter of inquiry to the public.
The NCAA is expected to make a
final decision on UMaine's case before
the Committee of Infractions' next hearings in August.
Tory named All-American
In other, more positive news relating
to the UMaine hockey team, junior defenseman Jeff Tory has been named a
East First Team Titan All-American.
Tory, who was a second-team selection a year ago, scored four goals and led
the Black Bears in assists with 37.
"I'm pretty excited about it and pretty
happy," said Tory. "I wasn't really expecting it this year as much but it's nice."
Tory said he was notified about it by
UMaine Sports Information Director Matt
Bourque while he and some teammates were
watching the NCAA hockey semifinal game
between Colorado College and Vermont.

sides of the ball. We have to have our
pitching no matter what."
Junior outfielder Katie Gamache
agrees,"They have the advantage of play- • Basketball
ing outside since February. That could
be a factor. It was a factor in Florida. It
took us a couple of games to get used to
ATLANTA (AP) — Several reports say
the field."
The Black Bears will once again look Stephon Marbury,the star freshman guard for
to their trio of pitchers in junior Mary Georgia Tech,intends to enter the NBA draft in
Persson and freshmen Jenn Burton and June.
A spokesman for the Yellow Jackets said a
Vicki Brenner to come up big this weekend. Burton, who has struggled as of decision by Marbury is not expected until next
late, said if the 'Black Bears are to be week.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reported
successful, they must have a weekend of
in
today's
editions that Marbury plans to ansolid pitching.
nounce
that
he will leave collegefor the NBA in
"It's going to be very tough competiNew
York
next
week, with his family present.
tion," said Burton. "All three of us are
brothers told the Daily
One
of
Marbury's
going to have to have very good games."
York
that
the 19-year-old BrookNews
in
New
"Our pitching has to be on. We're
high
school
standout
had made his decision.
lyn
ready. We also need to focus on getting
coming
out," Donald
"He's
definitely
people in scoring position across," said
saying
in the News
Marbury
Jr.
was
quoted
as
Gamache.
today.
The Black Bears head down to Geor"That's what he wants to do." He said,
gia coming off two setbacks they suf"That's
my dream I just want to follow my
fered against Boston College. Maine
dream.'
stands at a respectable 10-12 record, as
"Everybody thinksthis is afamily decision.
league play in the NAC opens next weekThis
not a family decision. Stephon made the
end against Hofstra.
decision
on his own."
The Georgia Tech Buzz Classic should
reports Wednesday night said MarOther
feature some good softball as the Bears
bury
was
already
in New York and would be
look to head into league play with a little
Bobby Cremins today.
joined
by
Tech
coach
momentum.
reports
followed
a report on ESPN,
Those
"I think it's important to have a good
Marbury
would
enter the June
which
also
said
weekend," said shortstop Michelle Puls.
draft.
"It'll lead us into league play, we have to
"That's very, very premature," associate
have our minds in the games 100 percent of
director Mike Finn said Wednesday
athletic
the time. If we can be mentally tough for 7
night.
"We
don't expect a decision nor an
innings, we'll be fine."

UMaine's thrice•weekly newspaper

almost unbelievable."
The cold weather hasn't seemed to affect
the Black Bears too badly. They are 3-2
since they returned north.

Marbury to test NBA waters

from page 17
"I was really surprised and happy, but
I would have liked to have seen a couple
other of our guys who were (close to
being picked) make it too," he added.
Joining Tory on the first team from
the East are Tim Thomas, goalie, Vermont; Dan McGillis, defense, Northeastern; Jay Pandolfo, forward, Boston University; Eric Perrin, forward, Vermont;
and Martin St. Louis,forward, Vermont.
The East second team features Dan
Murphy, goalie, Clarkson; Jon Coleman,
defense, BU; Brad Dexter, defense, Colgate; Chris Drury, forward, BU; Burke
Murphy,forward,St. Lawrence;and Todd
White, forward, Clarkson.
The West first team is made up of
Ryan Bach, goalie, Colorado College;
Keith Aldridge,defense,Lake State; Mike
Crowley, defense, Minnesota; Brian Bonin, forward, Minnesota; Peter Geronazzo,forward,Colorado College; and Brendan Morrison, forward, Michigan.
The West second team joins Marc
Magliarditi, goalie, Western Michigan;
Andy Roach, defense, Ferris State; Dan
Trebil, defense, Minnesota; Kevin Hilton, forward, Michigan; Sean Tallaire,
forward, Lake State; and Teeder Wynne,
forward, North Dakota.

UMaine Sports:the victory, The defeat,the pride.
Read it in Sports.

from page 17
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announcement until the middle of next week."
On Saturday,following GeorgiaTech's8770 loss to Cincinnati in the NCAA Southeast
Regional semifinal, Marbury said he was leaning toward returning to school next year.
"However, coach and I are going to sit
down and talk things over," Marbury said. "If
I am a projected top five pick, I will enter the
NBA draft."
Neither Cremins nor Marbury could be
reached Wednesday night.ButFinn said he had
talked to Cremins, and the coach told him no
decision had been made.
TheJournal-Constitution said Marbury gave
three reasons for his choice:
—He was assured by NBA contacts that he
would go high in the draft.
— This is a good year for a point guard to
come out, because the college offerings are
slim.
— His family's financial situation is such
that he feels he needs to help immediately.
Marbury averaged 18.9 points and 4.4 assists pergamein leading Tech toits first outright
Atlantic Coast Conference regular-season title
and to the NCAA tournament for the first time
since 1993.
The6-foot-2 guard shot46 percentfrom the
field and 37 percent from 3-point range. His
most valuable asset in the NBA, where teams
play man-to-man defense,could be his ability to
beat most defenders.
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Campus Sports Staff's Baseball Predictions
Scott Martin-Sports Editor
A.L.EastBoston
CentralCleveland
California
WestWildcard- Baltimore
A.L. Champs- Cleveland
N.L. EastAtlanta
St. Louis
CentralLos Angeles
WestWildcard- New York Mets
N.L. ChampsAtlanta
World Series Champs-Atlanta in seven
Larry Rogers-Sports Writer
A.L. EastBoston
CentralCleveland
WestTexas
Wildcard- Seattle
A.L. Champs- Seattle
N.L. EastAtlanta
Chicago
CentralColorado
WestWildcard- San Diego
N.L. Champs- San Diego
World Series Champ-Seattle in four

Bill Stewart-Sports Writer
Al.EastNew York
CentralCleveland
WestSeattle
Wildcard- Baltimore
A.L. ChampsBaltimore
N.L. EastAtlanta
CentralChicago
WestLos Angeles
Wildcard- Cinncinatti
N.L. Champs- Chicago
World Series Champs-Chicago in six
Darren Pare-Volunteer Writer
A.L. EastNew York
Cleveland
CentralCalifornia
WestWild Card- Boston
N.L. EastAtlanta
CentralSt. Louis
WestLos Angeles
Wildcard- New York Mets
N.L. Champs- Los Angeles
World Series Champs-Los Angeles
in seven

• NHL

Flames win with video review
CALGARY, Alberta (AP) — A controversial goal by Gary Robertsjust 1:05 into the
game was all the Calgary Flames could muster or would need Wednesday night as they
edged the Chicago Blackhawks 1-0.
Flames goalie Rick Tabaracci and Chicago's Ed Belfour kept the scoring to a minimum in the defensive, penalty-riddled game.
The Flames remained four points ahead
of the Winnipeg Jets, who hold down the
eighth and final position in the West.

The Flames also moved within two points
of fourth-place St. Louis in the conference.
Calgary got its goal when the puck dribbled past Belfour during a skirmish in the
Chicago crease. Roberts was credited with
the goal after a video review determined the
puck wasn't batted in during a goalmouth
melee.
Dazzling goaltending at both ends of the
ice kept the score from changing the rest of
the game.
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• Baseball

Mariners may open '97 in Japan
NEW YORK (AP) — Talk about long
road trips: The Seattle Mariners may open the
1997 season in Japan.
Baseball officials, who just completed
negotiations to play regular-season games in
Mexico this August, are discussing a deal in
which Seattle would start next season in
Japan, possibly against the Detroit Tigers.
"We hope it will happen. We think it's a
good idea," said John Ellis, the Mariners
chief executive officer.
Two years ago, officials began negotiations for a trip that would have had the
Mariners and Tigers finish 1995 spring training with two exhibition games in Japan,then
play two regular season games there before
returning home.
That deal, which also included a postseason all-star tour of Japan following the 1994
season, was a casualty of the strike, which
wiped outthe 1994 World Series and delayed
the '95 season.
"There are obvious details that have to be
worked out,including a collective bargaining
agreement," said Tim Brosnan, the head of
Major League Baseball International.
The Mariners' majority owner is Nintendo Co. Ltd. of Kyoto. The Tigers would be a
natural opponent because they have Cecil
Fielder, who in 1989 hit 38 homers for Hanshin in Japan's Central League.
In 1994,lawyers had begun drafting agreements for a $5 million deal that whose sponsors would have included Dentsu Inc., an

advertising company,and the Yomiuri Shimbun newspaper.
Dentsu set a deadline of that June 13 for
the deal. According to a person involved in
the talks, who spoke on the condition he not
be identified, the deal came apart when owners refused to commit to playing the games
even if there was a work stoppage. The players' association, according to the source, was
willing to make a commitment.
While negotiations have noteven reached
that stage for any games next year, Ellis and
Mariners president Chuck Armstrong say
they are hopeful.
"I talk to Dentsu every day," Brosnan
said. "They are a very good partner and are
very in tune to what we would like to see
happen. I think they would be prepared to
discuss whatever project we and-or the players' association are interested in."
Lauren Rich, the union's No. 3 official,
said players haven't been approached yet
about a trip next year. The deadline for owners to give the union a tentative 1997schedule
is July 1.
The New York Mets and San Diego Padres are scheduled to play the first regularseason games outside the United States and
Canada, a three-game series at Monterrey,
Mexico, from Aug. 16-18.
As part of the Mexico deal, players will
have their per diem increased $240 a day,
from $60.50 to $302.50, and all players will
get single rooms.

Summer Jobs in Bar Harbor
ACAPIA151V_E_ E. CANOE_
154E_ 61-10P SWF. Acadia Bike & Canoe, of
Bar Harbor, Maine seeks qualified men and women to work in the
rental, tour and retail operation. We are located in the heart of
Acadia National Park on beautiful Mount Desert Island. Positions
include: Customer service & sales staff, Bicycle mechanics, Bike
tour leaders.
COA,_5TAL V.AYAK.INg TOLIR..3 INC.
ICAYAV.. -1.11PE..6 Coastal Kayaking Tours,Inc. Of
Bar Harbor seeks qualified men and women to lead guided sea
kayak tours in the Acadia National Park Area. You will guide halfday, full-day and multi-day sea kayaking trips. Applicants should
possess good outdoor leadership skills, be capable paddlers and
enjoy working with people. Maine Guides License (recreational) is
required. (Guide training available). Plenty of work, good pay and
bonus program.
ACADlA OUITI I I C-12-5
3TOZE MANAcE2- Manager wanted for busy bike rental and sea
kayak tour operation. This full-time seasonal position includes
supervision, sales and hands-on-work. Recreation industry
experience required. Human relations and sales skills important.
Salary range $8-$10 per hour. Qualified applicants only please.
k\ITLizVEV.5
CAMPLI5 Tuesday, April 2nd by appointment
only. Contact student employment 581-1349 to schedule
interview. Job descriptions and applications available at student
employment office. Applicants must present completed application
and resume at interview.

r012_. MOIZE_ INfOIZMATION CONTACT COATAL
kAYJJNk Touiz5 INC. 288-9605

FROM $199.00
Var
9:00 AM
LOWN ROOM
STUDENT UNION

ACADIA BIKE
288-9605
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The Maine Campus Classifieds
help wanted
Alaska Employment- Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000- 6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation! Male/
Female. No experience necessary!
206--971-3510 ext. A50674
Free T-Shirt + $1000 Credit card
fund-raisers for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus organization
can raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/Visa application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive FREE T-shirt.
EASTERN EUROPE JOBS- Teach
basic conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. No
teaching certificate or European
languages required. Inexpensive
Room & Board & other benefits.
For info. call: (206)971-3680 ext.
K50671
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn up
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
ships or land- tour companies- world
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-971-3350 ext. C50674
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING- Entrylevel and career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). Waitstaff, housekeepers,
scuba dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and more. Call Resort Employment
Services 1-206-971-3600 ext. R50673
Great summer job! Work outdoors playing sports! Counselor,
boys sports camp in Maine. All
land sports, tennis, waterfront
activities, creative arts, outdoor
skills. Modern facilities, great
pay. Call now 617-277-8080
Camp Cedar
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA- Positions available monthly. BA or BS
degree required. US $18,000$23,000/yr. Accommodations &
round-trip airfare provided. Send
resume, copy, of diploma and copy
of passport to: Bok Ji Corporation, Chun Bang Bldg. 154-13
Samsung Dong, Kangnam Gu,
Seoul, Korea 135-090 TEL: 011 -822-555-JOBS (5627) FAX: 011-82-2552-4FAX (4329)
Jobs: Helping me do things that
people do every day like getting up,
eating, or going to bed and w/
school/work, driving, socializing &
anything fun, etc. It is the most
convenient job you'll ever have. $5
an hour. Call Bill Picard @ 1-7170.
Make Money Fast with the Amazing
New Double Disk ( Throw one, catch
two) & 24 patented Golf/Sports
Products. Call for FREE Brochure or
Send $19.95 for 7 Different samples
1-800-282-1533 C.N. is believing
POB1200 Wolfeboro Falls NH 03896
500 summer camp opportunities in
NY,PA,New England. Choose from 40
camps. Instructors needed! Tennis,
baseball, hockey, rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball, volleyball, basketball,
PE majors, education majors, gymnastics,
english riding, lifeguard, WSI, water
skiing, sailing, windsurfing, fitness, mt.
biking, pioneering, rockclimbing, ropes,
dance, piano accompanist, dramatics,
ceramics, jewelry, woodshop, photography, radio, nature, RN's, chefs, food
services. Arlene 1-800-443-6428; 516433-8033.

SUMMER JOB Business majors &
everybody else are encouraged to apply.
Free room & board & $175-$200 a
week. The job would entail helping me
in daily activities including driving/
travelling and helping me do a little bit of
research on the business that my family
is going to open. I would like to pick
somebody as soon as possible because I
really want us to get to know each
other before I pick anybody to help/
work for me!!! No SPECIAL TRAINING
NEEDED!!! Call Bill Picard at 1-7170.
Attention Seniors!!! Uncertain what
you will doing after graduation? How
about spending the summer on one of
the most beautiful islands in America!!!
The Bar Harbor Hotel- Bluenose Inn is
now accepting applications for desk
clerks, housekeeping staff, wait staff,
kitchen staff, breakfast cook, grounds/
maintenance, bell hops, and dishwashers. Must be available through
October 20, 1996. Please Call Connie
at 1-800-445-4077
TENNIS SUMMER JOBS- Summer Boys
and Girls sports camps in Mass.
Looking for instructors with Tennis
background who can teach children to
play tennis and who will enjoy a
Professionally run sports environment.
Great facility and staff! Salary, Room &
Board, Travel allowance all included.
Many positions still open. Call Camp
Winadu 800-494-6238
Bicycle mechanic needed 1 yr shop
experience required contact Dave or
Mike 945-6474
We want YOU to be on the RAM'S
HORN BOARD come to the meeting
Tues April 2 @ 4:30 in the Old Town
Room 1-1841
$ Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
needed! $$$+ free travel (Caribbean,
Europe, Hawaii) Seasonal /Perm, no exp
necessary, Gde, 919-929-4398 e1139

apartments
Apt. for Fall semester '96. 1,2,3,4, & 5
BR. Close to UM. Call 866-2516 or 9419113.
Old Town showing + leasing 1 bed
from $350, 2 bed-$425, 4 bed-$750
Heat + Hot water Inc' call 827-7404
1 BR APT heat + hot water inc. $375 +
security in Old Town 827-4561 Lease
Old Town: Three Bedroom Apt
AVAIL. June 1st. 1 YR LEASE.
LARGER HEAT/HW INC. WELL
MAINTAINED. $695/mo call 8277492
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APARTMENTS 660/mth. Luxury two bedroom
townhomes. Includes Heat, Water,
Sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. and Lease
Req. Close to Campus. Call 945-6955.
ORONO 2 BR APT FOR SUBLEASE
THIS SUMMER 5 MIN WALK TO
CAMPUS FROM MID MAY- END OF
AUG 400 PER MONTH 866-4493
Available after April 15 clean & quiet 2
furnished rooms go together TV & cable
plus utilities, kitchen priv. Private
entrance. No pets. Serious student
only 866-7726 after 5:30 pm
1 BR Apt for rent $325 per month call
827-1078 for more information
Clean 2-3 BR house for rent. 2
sunporches, backyard and much more
$575 per month call 827-1078
Apts. for May term & summer sessions.
Walking distance to UM. Eff., 1, 2, & 3
BR. 866-2516/941-9113. Roommate also
wanted.

Stop by the 4th floor
Chadbourne Hall for your
classified ad.

Now renting for next year 5 BR 2 Full
BATHS Townhouse. Beautiful, clean,
modern, Pets ok.. 827-6212
ORONO 2 BR APT FOR SUBLEASE
THIS SUMMER 10 MIN WALK TO
CAMPUS GREAT LOCATION $400
PER MONTH CALL 866-4493
Luxurious Townhouses & Flats in a
beautiful setting within walking
distance to UMO. Kitchen has self
cleaning oven, side by side refrigerator/freezer, microwave, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, washer/dryer,
large fireplace in living room, cathedral ceilings, atrium doors to deck &
private wooded yard, oak spiral
staircase, 30 foot bedrooms w/
skylights, 2 full baths, storage, parking.
heat & hot water included. 4 tenants
per unit. Townhouses $940($235 per
tenant), flats $850($212.50 per
tenant). Taking applications for May &
September occupancy. tel. 8660298/989-5775 Pager: 823-9968
Riverview Townhouses now Renting for
next school year. 5 BR, 2 Full Bath Apt
Great Riverview...827-6212
Country living townhouse apts. Private,
quiet 2 BR 1 1/2 bath, kit, LR, private entry.
On-site laundry. 9 min. to campus. Heated
& HW included 575/mo. 866-7798.
ORONO 2Br APT for sublease this summer
10 min walk to campus great location $400
per month call 866-4493
4 Bedroom, Double Bath Apt, close to
U.M. X-Lg. Rms. + X-Lg. Closets, Newly
Renovated, much more $700. mo 827-6212
Save $1700.+ per year by living in a modem,
dean, 5BR, 2 Full BATH Townhouse close to
U.M.... 827-6212
3 Bedroom Apt. all utilities paid new
building call David 947-4072 for appointment. available May 15
Live Independent and SAVE more than
$1700. over Dorm costs per yr. for each5BR+2 full BATH APT...827-6212
Orono APTS showing + leasing Eff-1-2-3-4
Bedroom Apts from $200 Heat & Hot Water
Included 827-7231
Old Town showing + leasing 1-2-3-4
Bedroom Apts PLUS 3 Bed house Heat
& Hot Water included 827-7231
Orono effic. Apts. some with loft close
to campus, store, and laundry heat incl.
$335-425+ dep Lou, 866-4487
Orono Townhouse APTS 2 br, 2 bath cellar for
storage heat & h/w ind. $600/mo + dep. call
Lou 8664,487
Orono- Avail. for Summer 96 2BR
very spacious and in great location.
500/mo Call 866-3764
ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
SHARED LIVING, KITCHEN, BATH, $195/
MONTH. CALL THE WILSON CTR. 67
COLLEGE. 866-4227
50 High St. Sunny 2 Bdrm. Apt w/ extra
storage, parking, coin-op laundry $500/
mo w/H&HW toll free 750-4119
1BR eff unit in Old Town $225 per month
immediate occupancy 866-5572 ask to
speak with Loni

LAMBING SEASON BEGINS 1ST WEEK
OF APRIL @WITTER CENTER/UNIVERSITY FARM, COME VISIT
Male & Female Strippers. Beautiful
Girls Now featuring the hot new Latin
Connection. Exotica 947-4406
EUROPE $169. Caribbean/Mexico
$189 R/T. Be a little flexible and save
$$$ We'll help you beat airline prices.
Destinations worldwide. AIRHITCHtm
800-326-2009 airhitch@netcom.com
Attention all students!!! Grants &
scholarships available! Billions of
$$$ in private funding. Qualify
immediately. 1-800-243-2435.
Need College$? Consider private
sector scholarships. Free recorded
message gives details. 285-7655.
LIMBO DJ SERVICE over $12,000 in
music. All request. Booking for summer
functions anywhere in Maine 581-4716
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT Europe $169
NOW and domestic destinations cheap!!
If you can beat these prices start
your own damn airline. Air-Tech Ltd.
212/219-7000 info @aerotec.com
http.//campus.net//aerotech

miscellaneous

• 3 Lines
• 3 Days
• 3 Bucks

HENRY ROLLINS SPOKEN WORD
SUNDAY APRIL 21 AT 6:00PM IN THE
MEMORIAL GYM
Free Financial Aid! Over $6 billion in
public + private sector grants and
scholarships are now aval. All students
are eligible regardless of grades income
or parent's income. Let us help. call
Student Financial Services 1-800-2636495 ext F50672

personals
Good Luck UMaine Men's Rugby Team

for sale
Nordic Track Skiier basic model
excellent condition $225 866-3466
Gateway 386 4MB RAM 80MB HD
14400 Internal fax/modem, keyboard,
mouse, monitor, Windows, DOS $700
866-3466
GIANT Sadona BIKE for sale 16" $250
or best offer
MTN Bike Accessories SR. Duo Track
Shock $80. rear rack with panniers
$80 call Red 581-6454
SNOWBOARD. F2-M.A.D 168/23.5.
Professional quality. Used once. Must
sell $425 new Asking $270. 374-2437
Rental Bikes for sale! Acadia Bike &
Canoe of Bar Harbor, ME- 8th
Annual used Mountain Bike Sale.
Tue & Wed April 2nd & 3rd; Lown
Room 9:00am Student Union. All
bikes are in excellent condition-1995
models- serviced daily they look &
ride new! All sizes full frame
warranty. Prices start at $199!
Don't miss out- come early for best
selection! Credit cards welcome See
ya there! 288-9605

lost & found
LOST: GOLD HOOP EARRINGS 3/19
BETWEEN DTAV & DPC CALL 1-7187

Classifieds

